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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

JUNE 28, 1928.
The PRESIDENT,

The White House.
My DEAn MR. PRESIDENT: Herewith I have the honor to transmit

the report of the Tariff Commission in the investigation, for the
purposes of section 315 of the tariff act of 1922, of the costs of pro-
duction in the United States and in the principal competing foreign
country of manufactured and unmanufactured monumental granite.

Respect ully, THOMAS 0. MARVIN, Chairman.

VI



MONUMENTAL GRANITE

UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION,
Wa8hington, June 28, 1928.'To the PRESIDENT:

The United States Tariff Commission respectfully submits the
following report of its investigation for the purposes of section 315 of
Title III of the tariff act of 1922, of the differences in costs of pro-
duction of unmanufactured and manufactured monumental granite
in the United States and in the principal competing foreign country.

INTRODUCTION

Reference to fils.-The documents in connection with the investi-
gation of monumental granite are in the files of theTariff Commission
and are available to the President. They comprise the original cost
data and other information and certain material of a confidential
nature, the disclosure of which is forbidden by section 708 of the
revenue act of 1916, the pertinent provisions of which are as follows:

Sc. 708 It shall be unlawful for any member of the United States Tariff
Commission, or for any employee, agent, or clerk of said commission, or any other
officer or employee of the. United States, to divulge, or to make known in any
manner whatever not provided for Ly law, to any person, the trade secrets or
processes of any person, firm, copartnership, corporation, or association embraced
in any examination or investigation conducted by said commission, or by order of
said commission, or by order of any member thereof.

RATES OF DUTY

Monumental granite has been provided for in the last three tariff
,acts as follows:

Tariff act of 1922, paragraph 235: * * granite, * * * suitable for
use as monumental* f * stone, not specially provided for,
hewn, dressed, or polished or otherwise manufactured, 50 per centum ad valorem;
unmanufactured, or not dressed, hewn, or polished, 15 cents per cubic foot.

Tariff act of 1913, paragraph 99: * * * granite, * * * suitable for
use as monumental * * * stone, * * * not specially provided for in
this section, hewn, dressed, or polished, or otherwise manufactured, 25 per centum
ad valorem; unmanufactured, or not dressed, hewn, or polished, 3 cents per cubic
foot.

Tariff act of 1909, paragraph 114: * * * granite, * * * and all other
monumental * * * stone, * * * not specially provided for In this
section, hewn, dressed, or polished, or otherwise manufactured, fifty per centum
ad valorem; unmanufactured, or not dressed, hewn, or polished, ten cents pet
cubic foot.

HISTORY OF THE INVESTIGATION

On July 24, 1925, the Tariff Commission instituted an investigation
of unmanufactured and manufactured monumental and building
granite for the purposes of section 315 of the tariff act of 1922. An
application for an investigation looking toward an increase in the

1



MONUMENTAL GRANITE

duties had been received April 11, 1924, from the National Committee
of the Granite Industries, With headquarters in Boston. Subsequent
to the instituting of the investigation, the commission received on
December 1, 1925, an application asking for a decrease in the rate of
duty on finished monumental granite from the Verband Bayerischer
Granitewerke, of Bayreuth, and on July 19, 1926, a similar application
from the Granite Supply Association (Ltd.), of Aberdeen.

Field work was conducted in the United States in a number of
important producing centers during September and October, 1925,
and in June 1926. The field work abroad, in Sweden) Germany,
and Scotland, was conducted during November, 1925.

Public notice of the institution of the investigation was given in the
usual form by posting in the Washington and New York offices of the
commission and by publication in Treasury Decisions and Commerce
Reports. After due public notice as prescribed by law, a public
hearing was held at the office of te commission in Washington on
July 15 and on July 28 and 29, 1926, at which hearing all parties
interested were given reasonable opportunity to be present to produce
evidence, and to be heard with regard to the differences in costs of
production, and all other data and conditions enumerated in section
315 of the tariff act of 1922, with respect to unnanufactured and
manufactured monumental and building granite. Prior to the time
set for the first session of the public hearing, that held on July 15, 1926
a statement of information obtained by the commission was prepared
and distributed to interested parties. On the later dates of the public
hearing, July 28 and 29, 1920, certain supplementary information
obtained in the investigation was submitted.

Th6 investigation was confined to unmanufactured and manu-
factured monumental granite, but not including building granite.
It was developed by the investigation and the public hearings that
there was no tariff problem with respect to granite used for building
purposes.

INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE COMMISSION'S INVESTIGATION

In the investigation of monumental granite conducted by the
commission, the following information has been obtained:

DESCRIPTION AND USES

Granite is a hard, igneous rock, of such durability when exposed
to the elements that it is in great demand for buildings and monu-
ments. In general, it is a mixture of quartz, feldspar, and mica or
hornblende, without any regular arrangement of crystals and with a
grain varying from coarse to fine. The color runs from almost white
0o black and from light pink to dark red, according to the feldspar
content. Rough granite suitable for the manufacture of monuments
is comparatively scarce, because it must be of uniforin color and
texture-free from the blemishes which exist in most rough granites.
Monumental granite of superior quality is generally used to make the
die of a monument, especially if it is to be polished. The word
"die" is the trade name for the main stone of a memorial which is
usually set upon a base.

2



MONUMENTAL GRANITE 3

PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES

Deposits of granite, especially gray granite, occur in practically all
States of the Union. The best known domestic monumental granite
are the light and dark gray granites of Vermont, Massachusetts, and
other New England States, the pink granite of Connecticut, Rhode
Island, and North Carolina, and the red granites of Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and Missouri. Black monumental stone, commercially
known and sold as granite, is quarried in Pennsylvania, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Colorado, Maine, New Jersey, and other States.

The amount of domestic monumental granite sold or used by
quarters in the United States is given for specified years in Table 1.
The figures for quantity alone truly indicate the trend of production,
because the figures for value include dressed granite finished by
quarriers. In explanation of the apparent decline of the industry as
indicated by the figures of quantity, it may be stated that, according
to information furnished by manufacturers of monuments, in recent
years the average size of monuments is smaller than formerly.

TABLE .- Monumntal granite: Domestic granite sold or used by quarriers in the
United States for the years 1916-19*8

(Source: Mineral Resourou of the United States, Pt. 11.

YOU Cubio feet Value 1.

1918 .................................. ........... ........ 3,811,90 5, 2,M10
197. . .......................... ..................... 3,373,08 8,704,778
1918 .................................................... 3,5,2431 8,14,89
191 ........................ .............................. 3, 6.422 0,14,318
1920 ........................................................... 8, 3911, 8I 20 1168, 881921 ................................................................ 1,903M, 720 7 283, 278
122 .......................................................... ............... 208,740 7,420,32
19 3.................................................. 8,947,000 12898,467
1924..........0.................0............ .. .,2, 30 11,7,196
19.0.4....................d............. 3,9,90 10, 808. 482

I Inoludee the value of dresed granite flnihd by quarrier

Table 2 shows for 1924 and 1925 the sales of domestic monumental
Granite in the chief producing States and the ratio of the total sales
b producers in each State to the total sales of domestic granite in

eUnited States.
TABLU 2.-Monumenta/ granite: Domestic granite sold or used by quarriers in

the United Btates for as years 19*4 and 19*6, by States
(Source: Mineral Rourm of the United States)

1924 1928

state
Cubic Per cent Cubic Per cent

feet sold of total feet sold of total

Thou. Thou.endede send.
Vermont ....................................................... 1,273 36.2 1,188 87.2
Muachusett ................................................. 426 12.1 4 12.0
Mineeota ............. 0......................... 312 8.8 201 8.1
New Hampshlre ............................................... 184 4.7 148 4.6
Wisco01ns ............................................... 118 3.8 117 8.6
Maine ......................................................... 197 .6 159 4.9
o ....................................... 138 4.0 110 3.4
R hoesde a .. ..... .. ....................... 174 4.9 18 & 2
Penylva ia .......................................... ..... 28 0.8 34 1.0
All other........................................... 893 19.8 827 20

Total ................................................ . 1 100.0 8,198 100.0



(ONUMENTAL GNITE

By far the largest quarrying mnd manufacturing district in the
United States, whether measured by the quantity or value of output,
is Barre, Vt., and vicinity. The stone is quairied at Barre by 8
quarry-owning producers, and consists of two varieties, light gray
and dark gray. One of the quarry-operating concerns only is engaged
in the manufacture of monuments, a business carried on upon the
basis of purchased raw material by some 160-finishing shops, large
and small, located in Barre and in the near-by towns of Montpeher
and Northfield. The Barre district, as a whole, is characterized by
large manufacturing establishments, using highly developed machin-
ery. Practically all the producers of granite in Barre are whole-
salers, who dispose of their production through traveling salesmen to
retail dealers througljout the United States. To some extent sales
are made to purchasing agents in Barre, who act for local dealers
elsewhere. Extensive advertising creates a nation-wide demand for
monuments made from the Barre stone. The total output of the

carries in 1923 and 1924 was 1,254,714 cubic feet and 1,127,850 cubic
feet, respectively, of which about 80 per cent was manufactured in
the district. Statistics of the monumental granite industry of Barre
for the years 1918 to 1926 are presented in Table A in the appendix
to this report.

Ma8achuseftt.-Massachusette ranks second to Vermont with
respect to the monumental granite industry, which is chiefly centered
at Quincy. The quarries owned and operated by five concerns,
produce both light and dark gray stone, and one of the quarry owners
only manufactures part of the output of his quarry. Almost as
much rough stock is brought into the district to be manufactured as
as is shipped away.

There has been, since 1920, an apparent decline in the manufac-
ture of rough stone quarried in Quincy. This decrease is possibly
accounted for, among other causes, by conditions arising through
labor troubles in the district in 1921 and 1922. Subsequently, when
attempts were made to o rate under the open shop, there was a
considerable increase in the use of foreign rough granite by local
manufacturers.

Unlike Barre, there are few large finishing shops in Quincy and
in all the shops, large and small machinery is not so extensively
used. Also, unlike Barre, many of the manufacturers of monuments
at Quincy do a considerable retail business, selling to consumers in the
metropolitan area of Boston. In the appendix are presented some
detailed statistics (Table B) pertaining to the Quincy district. In
1924 the output of the district was worth $2,476,796, of this $541,672
being the value of th rough stock and $1,935,124, the value added
by manufacturing.

Minnesota.-Minnesota which in 1922 ranked second in quantity
of monumental granite soid, of recent years has been surpassed both
by Vermont and Massachusetts. The predominating granite quarried
in Minnesota is the red variety, although there is also a small quantity
of gray and black produced. But little is shipped to other districts
in unmanufactured form. The center of the industry is at St. Cloud,
where in general the manufacturers use the product of their own
quarries. Some manufacturers, however, operate exclusively with
purchased raw material. The monumental granite sold or used by
producers in this district was 312,170 cubic feet valued at $1,938,839
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MONUMENTAL GRANITE

in 1924 and 260,620 cubic feet valued at $1,530,591 in 1925. (See
Table C, p. 69, for Minnesota statistics.)

Wisconsir.-..The granites produced in Wisconsin are dark red
reddish brown, dark gray, dark green, and black the dark reds and
reddish-browns being the predominating colors. 'The principal centers
of the industry are at Wausau, in the north central part of the State,
and at Montello in the south central part. The granite quarried at
Wausau ranges in color from gray with a pinkish cast, through red-
dish brown to a brilliant red; that quarried at Montoilo is of a mahog-
any shade. The red and mahogany granites of these districts are
of a high quality and usually sell at higher prices than other domestic
granites. The annual sales of monumental granite in Wisconsin
are approximately 150,000 cubic feet.

New Hampuhire.-Concord and Milford are the two leading granite-
producing centers of New Hampshire. The greater part of the granite
produced in the State is used in the construction of buildings and
for other uses than the manufacture of monuments. Now Hampshire
granite is generally light in color and is not used in the manufacture
of polished dies.

Rhode island and. Connecticut.-Pink and bluish-gray granites are
produced at Westerly, R I and at Niantic, Conn. Although monu-
ments produced from Rhode Island and Connecticut granite are in
demand on account of the fine grain and the high polish taken by
the stone, the total sales are small compared with Massachusetts
and Vermont. The sales in Connecticut and Rhode Island have
been about 200,000 cubic feet annually in recent years.

Penn~ylvania.-Very little true granite for monumental use is
quarried in Pennsylvania, the greater part of the output being
properly gneiss or diabase. The black, so-called granite, of the eastern
part of -the state, is used for monuments and competes directly with
the imported Swedish black stone. The principal quarries for the
black stone are at French Creek and Cooporsburg in the southeastern
part of the State. The average yearly sales of monumental granite
produced in Pennsylvania total a approximately 30,000 cubic foot.

Soisahetern Atzntic State.-Tho quantity of monumental granite
quarried in the three largest southern granite-producing States,
namely, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, is relatively
small but of growing importance. Light gray granite predominates
in these States and is used mostly for building. Well-known deposits of
this section are those at Mount Airy, N. C., and Stone Mountain, Ga.

PRODUCTION IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Sweden.-Sweden ranks first among European countries as a pro-
ducer of monumental granite. The manufacturing branch of the
industry in Sweden is much less highly developed than. quarrying.
Inasmuch as the quarries are situated for the most part near the coast,
the cost attending export is comparatively small. Large amounts
of unmanufactured stone are exported, chiefly to Germany and
Scotland, where it is manufactured into monumental granite largely
for export to the United States. Most of the unmanufactured stone
which finds a market in the United States consists of several varieties
of red granite and of a so-called black granite, commercially known
by that name, although not actually a granite. The several grades

5



MONUMENTAL GRANITE

of Swedish black stone exported to the United States have perceptible
differences in grain, texture, and color. The Swedish black granite and
the black granite of Pennsylvania have the same general appearance.

A considerable quantity of Swedish granite is manufactured in
Sweden to meet the demand in Sweden for monuments and for
export to the continent. The types of monuments manufactured
for the Swedish and continental trade differ greatly from those in
demand in the United States, and are in fact unsalable in the United
States. The exports of monuments to the United States are of
types suited to the American demand and their amount is small.

Taible 3 gives the data on the Swedish export trade to all countries
and to the United States in recent years, both with respect to manu.
factured and unmanufactured granite.

TABLEB 3.-Monumental granite: Ezporte from Sweden to all oountrise and to
the United State# of manufactured and Unmanufactured granite for speoifid
years

(Soure: Swedish official statistics. Quantities reported in metrio tons)

Unmanuatured granlte, osport Manufactured granite (polished or
to- ground stone), exports to-

Ratio of 8x. Ratio of ox.Year ~tstoports toAll count. United States to All ooun United states to
tries Stes S e s to staie ex rtas to

all curtaRl coun-
tries tried

Cdubie fed I Cub eet I Peen t CW ' ubi ee06 Per et1013 ...... ................... M, 744 (of 7,6524 1, 6% 22. 0
1921 ........................... 108, 2W" 0W2 4,440 1, 84 80.2IM .................... 113,701 29,060 2A 8,04 8,030 ft.
1923 .................. 224, 47 1,000 22.7 8,604 2, 400 42.8
124 ............. ... 800,0 45 09, 0 22.5 4 044 8,O4 7& 4

I For unmanufactured, 7 cubic feet to I metric ton; for manutctured, 12 cubic feet to I metre ton,
I Not separately reported,

Germany.-The most important German quarries producing
stone, which in the form of finished monumental granite is shipped
to the United States are in Saxony and Bavaria. Ver little, if
any, granite produced in these districts is exported to the United
States in the rough block.

Of the native German stone, which is manufactured into monu-
ments for export to the United States, a considerable percentage
consists of syenite, a crystalline granular igneous rock composed of
triclinic feldspar and containing little or no quartz. This stone
contains no mica and is proportionately richer in hornblende. Syenite
a term usually applied to hornblende granite, is commonly and com-
mercially known and sold in the United States as granite.

The American market on the whole prefers, with respect to German
monumental products, those which have been fabricated from
Swedish and Finnish granite. With lower costs of fabrication than
Sweden and Scotland, German manufacturers have become, chiefly
upon the basis of imported material, by far the leading exporters of
manufactured monumental granite to the United States. The
types of monuments chiefly in demand in the United States differ
greatly from those which the German producers supply to their

,



MOWUMBNTAIx GRANITIC

own market, and to other European countries, and consequently
the dies produced for the American market are not salable elsewhere.
and are almost invariably manufactured to order.

Ordinarily the German producers purchase rough stock only to meet
the requirements of orders received, but some of them carry on hand a
considerable supply of rough stock, The sizes of the blocks conpris-
ing this stock of raw material determine for these manufacturers, in
a measure, the orders they will take. The American purchases are,
consequently, often distributed among a number of manufacturers.
In the more important districts the American orders are usually placed
by purchasing agents acting for large American wholesale distributors.
As a means for meeting the considerable outlay of funds for current,
operating expenses, the cash payments obtainable for American ship-,
ments are often an inducement to accept United States orders at.
lower prices than would otherwise be obtained. The Germani manu-
facturers chiefly engaged in producing the manufactured monumental
granite which is exported to the United States have installed modern
machinery and are equipped to fabricate granite in any quantity for
all markets.

Table 4 shows, as nearly as available statistics permit, the exports.
of manufactured granite of various kinds from Germany, to all coun-
tries and to the United States for certain specified years.

TADLU 4.--Monumental granite: Export. from Germany to all countries and too
the United States, of manufactured atone, including granite,' 1D2O-JWA5

[Source: German official statistics. Quantities reported In metric tons)

Ex orts to Exports to
Year all ooun- the United,

trios States

("blc fed I Clutc fet I
19 ............................................................................ 0,208 4,651.2'1922........................................................... 102,402 10,593.8
1923 ............................................................................ 110,928 24,393.8.
1924 ............................................................................. 79,026 1,341.6.
128 ...... r ..................................................................... 59832 16, 732. 8

I Described as "stonemason's products, polished, hewn, or ground." Includes other stones beside granite
such s porphyr, syonite, and marble.

' 12 cubIc feet to I metric ton.

Finland.-All quarrying was practically discontinued in Finland
during the war period, but by 1925 the quarrymen were in a position
to ship large quantities of granite to other countries. The red granite
of Finland is in great demand, and one type, Red Balmoral, is shipped
in the form of rough blocks in appreciable quantities to the United
States, and to Scotland and Germany where it is converted into
finished monuments for export to America and European countries.

Imports into the United States of finished monumental granite
from Finland have been, during three recent years, as follows:

Cubio Value

1924 ...................................................... 3,702 $19,57S19 2................... .................................... 7810 40, 215
192............................................................ 1IA 83 77,114

7'



8 MONUMENTAL GRANITE

Scotlznd.-The center of the granite industry in Scotland'is Aber-
deen, somewhat disadvantageously situated with respect to export
trade becauseshipments are made from Glasgow. There is an abun-
dant supply of native stone for domestic use, but of recent years no
rough granite has been exported to the United States and but a small
amount of monuments fabricated from the native stone. For the
United States export trade in monuments the manufacturers procure
their rough stock from Sweden and Finland; perhaps the best known
class of exports is the Red Balmoral, imported from Finland and finish-
ed at Aberdeen. For some years the exports to the United States
have been small and declining due to the competition of Germany,
Finland, and Czechoslovakia; but through established reputation in
America, a number of the finishing shops still hold a part of their
American trade.

The report from this point onward presents the data respecting
monumental granite segregated into two parts: Part I, dealing with
manufactured granite and Part II, dealing with unmanufactured
granite.



PART I

MANUFACTURED MONUMENTAL GRANITE

UNITED STATES IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

Irnport6.-The amount of imports of manufactured monumental
granite-that is, of "granite suitable for use as monumental * * *
stone, * * * hewn, dressed, or polished, or otherwise manu-
factured"-can not be ascertained in cubic.feet for the years pre-
ceding the enactment of the tariff act of 1922. In value they amounted
to about an annual average of $152,000 during the period 1908-1916,
declining to almost nothing during the last two years of the war.
There was a recovery to $108,193 in 1920, followed by a substantial
increase since 1921. In 1926 the pre-war value of imports was sub-
stantially exceeded, amounting in value to $321,183 and in quantity
to 42,371 cubic feet. The statistics for imports of manufactured
monumental granite may include a small proportion of stone finished
for use in the construction of buildings. The dies imported are made
from different varieties of granite, in numerous types and sizes, and
may be finished in "rough face," "hammered or axed," with one
or more exposed surfaces polished, or in any combination of these
finishes.

An analysis of invoices of entries at the port of Philadelphia indi-
cates that, in both volume and value, imported dies finished with
all exposed surfaces polished, greatly exceed the imports of dies
otherwise finished. Information obtained from domestic manufac-
turers and from testimony presented at the public hearing indicates
that in practically all of the large producing centers in the United
States 50 per cent or more of the total annual output of manufacturedmonumental granite consisted of dies finished with all of the exposed
surfaces polished. As will be shown in more detail in the cost sec-
tion of this report, polished dies of certain types and sizes representa-
tive of the industry were selected by the commission for cost com-
parisons in this investigation,

Export.-Exports of granite from the United States are not sepa-
rately reported by the Department of Commerce. It is known,
however, that exports of manufactured domestic granite are small.

PRINCIPAL COMPETING, COUNTRY

Table. 5 shows by country of origin, imports of manufactured
monumental granitp under the tariff act of 1922. Statistics of imports
by countries under prior. tariff acts.are not available. The statistics
shown in Table 5 may include some finished monumental granite
used for building, but ithe quantity so included is relatively small.

For the purposes of section 315, Germany is the principal com-
peting country with respect to manufactured monumental granite.

9
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TABLE 5.-Monumental granite, hewn, dressed, or polished, or otherwia. manu-
Sfactured:1 Import8 for consumption by countries, 192 P (3 months) to 1926

[Quanity reported In pounds, converted in this table on the basis of 12 cubic feet to 1 metric ton]

1922 1923 1924 1925 1926

Countries Quan- Value uan- Value Value Value Valuetity l !ity M lY tity MYtt

C'..ft. at.ft. 00. c.. ft.i.
Germany-----.......,,702 $12 224 22,02 $1 0, 170 17,452 $121, 860 23,459 $10 0 20,481 $14, 701
United Kingdom..... 2,793 28, 7,120 65,139 12,024 9 175 8, 740 81,325 4, 02 42,
Finland ............... 496 1,582 9,637 3,325 19,673 8,746 40,215 12,683 77,114
SWeden ................ 460 6,014 1,980 17,784 6,187 33,001 3,209 26 291 2428 21,578
Opechoolovakla.--------------1,722 10,280 4,647 24,492 ,918 3039 1,789 11,438
.Aftother ........... 122 2,i3 8 4,318 6,080 613 9,128 488 4,154

Total--------5.. ,147 60,296 36,688 287,478 43314 302,180O 47,68 36M7,064 42,371 321, 483

The statitlos may Include some finished graite used for building.
'Sept. 22 to Dec.81, Iclusive ,1922.

COSTS OF PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES

Types of granite dies: used for cost comparison.
As previously stated, the majority of imports of polished monu-

mental granite consists of dies-the main stone of the monument-
polished on .l exposed surfaces, and over 50 per cent of the domestic
production in the large centers is of similar polished dies. For pur.
poses of cost comparison the connission selected three types of dies-
flat top, oval top, and serpentine top--and four sizes of each type.'
This selection of dies for cost purposes was subsequently approved,
practically without dissent, by manufacturers in the important
domestic districts as typical of the polished monumental granite
sold in the United States. These types and sizes also constitute,
according to foreign quarriers and manufacturers, the largest per-
centage of shipments in recent years from competing countries to the
United States.
Scope of th. cost investigation.

Cost data for granite dies for the year 1925 were obtained in five
districts in the United States. The granites-red, gray, and black-,
produced and finished in these districts, are representative of the do.
mestic industry as a whole, and are comparable with the different va-
rieties of imported finished granite. Cost data were originally secure&
from 8 companies i or near Barre, the largest producing Vermont
district; 5 companies in 9uincy, Mass.; 6 companies in St. Cloud, Minn
3 companies in Wisconfin; and 2 companies in Pennsylvania. Later
additional field work was carried on for the purpose of checking some
elements of cost in the original figures and of obtaining additional data..
This additional field work covered all of the companies from whom
costs were originally obtained in Massachusetts and Minnesota, and
five of the eight companies in Vermont.
Operations of manufacture.

The principal operations involved in the manufacture of polished
dies, described, in their usual sequence are as follows:

ISee Table 0, p. 17.
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(1) Sawin.---Sawing is the cutting of the rough quarry block (saw
block) by means of iron band saw, or circular saws, used in conjunc-
tion with abrasive materials. In the former the iron bands are used
in gangs so that a number of parallel cuts are made at one time, where-
as in the latter the iron disk makes a single ct, but much more rapidly.

(2) Lining.-Lining consists in working the edges of the rough
quarry block to dimensions, usually accomplished by the use of
pneumatic chisels.

(3) Pointing or aurjacing.-Pointing or surfacing consists of dress-
ing the rough block approximately to the desired surfaces after the
lining has been done. When surfacing is done by mallet and chisel,
or by the ordinary pneumatic ehisel, it is called hand pointing.
When done by large machines it is called machine surfacing. In
both cases the chisel or tool is guided by the workman. When sur-
faces are hand pointed, pointing and lining become one operation
and the direct labor cost per square foot of area surfaced includes the
costs of both lining and surfacing.(4) Polishing.--Polishing consists of grinding with abrasives the
surface of the stone to secure the required smoothness and luster. This
operation may be done by hand or by machinery, and on individual
stones or groups of stones. In "hand" polishing, small polishing
wheels power driven, are applied by the workman to the surface of the
individual stone. In machine or "bed" polishing a number of stones
are mounted in a matrix of plaster, and heavy polishing wheels are
guided over the bed by the workman. Large polishing beds may
contain up to 100 square feet of stone surface. In domestic plants,
bed polishing is usually done on the large surfaces, and not uncom-
monly on all flat surfaces; in foreign plants, individual polishing ma-
chines are used for all surfaces. Oval and serpentine tops are
invariably polished by individual machines.

: (5) Jointing.-Jointing consists in chiseling by hand true dimension,
lines around the bottom surface of the stone in order that the monu-
ment may be set firmly on a base stone. The area within the joint,
lines may be surfaced roughly and suffices as long as it is slightly con-
vex with respect to the joint lines.

(6) Rubbing corner.-Rubbing corners (a hand operation) consists
in smoothing the sharp edges of granite dies where the polished sur-
faces meet. The edges left sharp and rough after the polishing always
require at least to be rubbed.

(7) Rounding corner.-To secure a superior finish for the corners,
the operation of rounding is sometimes performed. This consists in
grinding and polishing either by hand or by means of power-driven
machinery, and is a more expensive operation than rubbing. In
domestic practice the finish of comers varies from plant to plant, and
in some instances the term "rubbing" is used broadly to include
"rounding."

The nature and sequence of the operations set forth above vary
somewhat in different districts and in individual! plants.

In the Barre, Vt district the finishing plants are generally well-
equipped with modem machinery, including saws, and, in some
instances, large bed-polishing machines. In the manufacture of the
types of dies under consideration the use of saws in preparing the
larger surfaces of the stone for polishing results in a comparatively
small direct labor cost per square foot of prepared surface. The ratio

56778-29---2
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of manufacturing expense to the direct labor cost for this stage of
manufacture is materially increased where saws are used. In addition,
the surfaces of the ends and flat tops of the dies are seldom "hand-
ointed" in the Vermont district the excess stone in the rough block
eitg removed by means of large machines known as machine

surfacers. The use of bed-polishing machines is also a significant
factor in the relatively low direct labor costs of polishing in some of
the plants in this district. The total costs in the Vermont district
accordingly shows relatively low direct labor costs and correspond-
ingly high manufacturing expense.

The methods usually employed in the Quincy, Mass., district afford
a striking contrast in several important operations. Saws are not
commonly used; the general practice in this district is to machine-
surface the front and back faces and to hand-point the ends and flat
tops. In these two operations the direct labor cost per square foot of
dressed surface is considerably greater than in the Vermont district
and the manufacturing expense applicable to these operations is
correspondingly lower. Moreover in the Quincy district little polish-
ing is done in the plants of the manufacturers of the dies. With
possibly two or three exceptions the finishers do not operate polishing
sheds in conjunction with their other operations, but send the dressed
stone to polishing plants in the district which are engaged almost
exclusively in this class of work. These polishing plants grind down
and polish the stone to the required dimensions, and consequently the
manufacturers in Quincy do not surface the rough stone as closely to
dimensions as is usual in the Vermont and Minnesota districts where
the manufacturers themselves do the grinding and polishing. In the
Quincy district the labor cost incidental to the surfacing operations,
therefore, appears relatively low.

In the Minnesota district comparatively little sawing was done
during the period covered by the investigation. It was the usual
practice in this district to machine surface fronts and backs, and to
hand-point ,ends ,and flat tops. All flat surfaces were commonly
polished in beds, and oval and serpentine tops by means of individual
polishing machines.
flethods of obtaining costs.

The domestic companies furnishing cost information to the com-
mission, with but one exception, did not keep detailed cost records.
However, from the records for their total operations the relation
between direct labor as a whble and manufacturing expense as a
whole, and between total selling expenses and total sales, "could be
determined. The methods of obtaining ana'calculating the costs of
a granite die for the various cost elements, such as raw material,
direct labor, and manufacturing expense, are given in detail below.

Raw material.-The prices paid for quarry blocks are a matter of
record with the manufacturers who purchase their rough stock from
independent quarriers, as is the rule in Barre and Quincy, and such
prices paid were taken as the cost of raw material for such manufac-
turers. In the districts where manufacturers of dies quarry their own
stock, the raw material cost was obtained from the quarrying records
of the manufacturers.

In Barre the cost of the rough stock used in calculating costs of
monumental dies for the district is the price paid to the quarriers by
four manufacturing companies for dark stock dimension blocks; the

12
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price paid by two companies for saw blocks delivered at their plants
in Barre; and the price paid by two companies for saw blocks, plus
transportation charges from Barre to their plants located in adjacent
towns. For the Quincy district the manufacturing cost for rough stock
is the price paid by manufacturers to quarriers for dark stock dimen
sion blocks, except in one instance where a finishing plant purchases
from an affiliated quarry company. For the St. Cloud, Minn.,
district the cost of raw material as reported by five manufacturers is
the quarry cost, and by one the price paid to the quarrier. In the
Wisconsin and Pennsylvania areas the manufacturers' cost for rough
stock is the quarrying cost of the stone.

The cost of raw material to the manufacturers of dies, used in cal-
culating the cost of manufacturing for the several districts has been,
therefore, determined upon two distinct bases. In those districts
where the industry is integrated, such as Minnesota largely and Wiso
consin entirely, the cost of the raw material to the manufacturers is
the cost of producing the rough stock. In the other districts where
the two branches of the industry are separated, both the price paid for
rough stock and the quarrying cost of rough stock are known.

Direct, labor C08t8 in general.--The determination of direct labor
costs per unit of measurement for the particular operations involved
in producing polished granite dies of the sizes and types selected for
cost comparison was found to be exceedingly difficult, There existed
in the industry no established method of determining costs of produc-
tion based on actual expenditures for specific labor, operations. In
most plants there were practically no records available showing the
direct labor per unit of measurement expended on the various opera-
tions of production, the workmen being paid by the hour with no
summarization of costs for the several operations. And yet direct
labor costs by operations had to be secured in order to obtain the total
costs of the different types and sizes of dies to be compared.

The manufacturers, of the different districts were accordingly
requested to; make tests covering a short period of production, to
determine in the first instance the time required, and upon that basis,
the. wage outlay for each operation performed upon dies then being
manufactured of approximately the same sizes and types as those
selected for cost comparison. The reported results, upon tabulation,
showed considerable variation, or divergence in unit labor costs for
a given operation on a, given surface of the dies, as between districts
and even as between plants within a district. These variations may
be in part attributed to (1) differences in the working qualities of the
various classes of granite,- some of which are much more difficult to
dress than others; (2) differences in the amount of stone that had to
be removed from the several surfaces of irregular quarry blocks used
to produce a finished die of. a givendimension; (3) differences in plant
equipment; and (4) differences in the skill and industry of individual
owners in the several plants.
''Ii the labor cost data for particular types of dies as thus obtained,
theke were foind to be, a number of inconsistencies and inaccuracies
not accounted for by the variations in operation costs due to the fore-
going factors. This was particularly true with respect to the ratios
of the total labor cost for dressing and polishing a fiat side or end of
given dimensions as compared with the total labor cost of similar
operations for a flat top of like dimensions and to a lesser extent for

13
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oval and serpentine tops. These ratios as thus originally obtained
often seemed to be arbitrary and based upon conventions of the
industry rather than upon actually ascertained labor costs.

Field work was accordingly undertaken a second time for the
especial purpose of obtaining actual labor costs in place of conven-
tional labor costs, for the specific operations involved in the manu-
facture of the types and sizes of dies used for cost comparison. From
the records at several of the plants considerable additional data were
secured showing the, labor time expended on the different operations.
The unit labor costs as first obtained were not reviewed in the Wip-
consin and Pennsylvania districts, nor for three companies in Ver-
mont. Any error which may be involved in the use of the unreviewed
original data from these sources would, however, affect slightly the
average cost of the composite granite die for the United States as a
whole., It is to be noted in this connection that any changes made,
through the review, in the basic direct labor unit costs used in qal-
oulating the total costs of production of dies are of importqnce because
manufacturing expense has been allocated to the dies as a percentage
of direct labor.

008t of fhing corners.-In obtaining costs in the domestic
districts there, was some uncertainty with respect to the operation
of finishing the comers of the dies. The extent to which the comers
were finished by the several manufacturers varied greatly, and in
reporting their direct labor costs for such operations, no distinction
was madeby them with respect to the degree of finish, Some pro-
ducers did not report direct abor costs for finishing comers because
their costs, were -for dies having the comers merely rubbed; and the
labor costs involved in this comparatively simple operation were
included in the general manufacturing expense of the plant.. Manu-
facturer. in, two' of the important districts-Barre, Vt., and St,
Cloud, Minn.--reported direct labor costs for finishing comers rang-
ing from. 11 cents to 27.5 cents per linear foot. None of. the manu-
facturers from which cost data were obtained in the Quincy, Mass.,
district reported direct labor costs for this operation. The manu-
facturers in this district do not, as a rule, polish their own products,
but send them to polishing plants in the district which specialize in
this class of manufacture. Two of the five plants from which cost
data were obtained polish their own, stone, but they did not report
direct labor costs for finishing comers.

An analysis of the direct labor costs for finishing corners reported
by the various companies indicated that the rates per linear foot
used by them were for operations that varied comniderably; and that
in some instances, the degree of finish given the comers of the dies
did not correspond to the finish ordinary given .1h corner by the
German manufacturers.

By reason of the fact that the degree of finish given the corners of
the domestic dies could not be determined from #e data obtained
fom the maufactasers, an! avorige ost, per liner foot was used for
the Vermont and, for the Minnesota district, respectively, based on
the simple average of, the lower sates pr linear foot reported by the
manufacturers in each, of these ,two distrits,, upj the assumption
that these rates were for, operations correspondng to, those use
calculating the costs of the German diqs. The rate uso4for the
Vermont district is 12.5 cents per linkrfopt,, which .i th q 'Upjq
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average of the rates of 11 cents and 14 cents reported by two com-
panies. The rate of 12.5 cents per linear foot was also used in the
absence of more complete data, in calculating the costs of the com-
posite die for the two companies in the Massachusetts district which
polish their own stone, but which did not report direct labor costs for
finishing corners. The rate used for the Minnesota district is 17.6
cents per linear foot, which is the simple average of the rates reported
by three Minnesota companies, namely, 16.5 cents, 16.8 cents, and
19.5 cents per linear foot. The average rate of 12.5 cents per linear
foot was used in calculating the costs of the composite die for each
of the eight companies in the Vermont district, and the average rate
of 17.6 cents was used in calculating the costs of the composite die
for each of the six companies in the Minnesota district, from which
cost data were obtained.

Manufacturing expene.-In the several domestic die-producing
districts the operating statement for 1924 of each plant visited was
analyzed and the ratio of total operating expense to the total direct
labor for that year, determined and expressed in the form of a per-
centage. To obtain the amount of manufacturing expense applicable
to each particular die this percentage was applied to the direct labor
cost of each type and size of die. One company in Vermont and one
in Wisconsin reported manufacturing expense as kept on a depart-
mental basis. In both the original and revised shop costs of domes.
tic dies, however, the manufacturing expense for these two companies
has been allocated to the dies by means of a calculated percentage
of direct labor, in the same manner as was done for all other com-
panies, in order that the costs for all companies might be on a uni-fombasis.

Manufacturing expense includes the following items: Fuel, pur-
chased power, shop supplies, repairs and maintenance, general labor
(blacksmiths, cranemen, saw attendants, and polishing bed setters),
hauling and trucking, office supplies, administrative expense, taxes
(other than Federal income tax), depreciation and obsolescence, and
miscellaneous expense.,

Packing expmme.--Packing expenses have been applied to the inv
dividual dies by means of percentages based for each company on
the determined ratio of total charges for packing to total shop cost.

Imputed interest.-Imputed interest has been calculated for 1924
at 6 per cent on the depreciated value of the fixed assets of each
company as shown by its financial statement for that year.

Seeing eapenses.--Selling expenses for finished monumental granite
produced in the United States have not been used in the cost com-
parison and they are not given in the report.
Summary of shop costs.

In Table 6 are summarized the cost data obtained by the in-
vestigation for the leading granite monument producing districts of
the United States; namely, Vermont, Massachusetts, and Minnesota.
A summary table (Table D) for Wisconsin is presented in the ap-
pendix of this report and one table for Pennsylvania in the confidential
section.

The costs obtained in the Wisconsin and in the Pennsylvania
ranite-producing areas are not presented in these tables because

the volume of production in these districts is not sufficient to
warrant their use in the simple unweighted average costs, and (2)

15
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the dies produced in Wisconsin and Pennslvania are in the nature
of specialties and are sold at a higher price level than those produced
in the three principal districts. Sales by manufacturers in the
Vermont, Massachusetts, and Minnesota areas are ,on about the same

rice level, and the average price of the types and sizes of dies used
or cost comparisons is considerably less than the average price for

the Pennsylvania and Wisconsin areas, as indicated in the following
price summary.
Average seling price of domestic poliehed granite dies, average of three types and

four sizes, for the year 1926
Vermont .. ------------------------------------------- $132. 05
Massachusetts ---------------------------------- 128. 30
Minnesota ------------------------------------- 124. 49

Simple average ------------------- ----------- 128 2&
Pennsylvania ........... ---------------------- 148. 46
Wiscoin------------ -------------- 188.72

The principal competition in the granite monument trade of the
United States is in dies made from gray and red granites which are
recognized as staples, and which are typical of the products of the
three large domestic districts-Vermont, Massachusetts, and Minne-
sota. The products of these three districts are used for the purpose
of a cost comparison in Table 6 because (1) they constitute the
staple articles in the domestic supply of granite dies, and represent
the bulk of sales; (2) they are the chief domestic sources of supply for
the competitive markets reached by imported granites; and (3) they
are directly competitive among themselves.,

In Table 6 are shown for each of the three principal districts the
average shop cost of all the plants of the district where costs were
obtained, both by size of die and style of top; the average shop cost
by type of top and four sizes collectively; and in the last column,
the final average for the district, concentrating the detailed cost
information previously given in the table. These final unweighted
averages are costs for what are referred to in this report as the
composite die., In addition are shown the imputed interest applicable
to each die, and the simple average of such costs. The final tabula-
tion in Table 6 summarizes the data for the three principal districts;
the final average cost shown in this table represents the unweighted
average cost of polished granite dies for the whole national industry.

I
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COSTS OF PRODUCTION IN THE PRINCIPAL COMPETING COUNTRY-
GERMANY

Scope of the cost investigation.
Cost data in Germany were obtained from four finishing plants

located in the Fichtelgebirge district of Bavaria, the principal granite-
finishing center. Three of these plants are of moderate size 4nd one
is a fairly large organization. Moderate-sized plants are deemed to
be representative of the German industry for purposes of this investi-
gation, since they are apparently doing th bulk of the export business
to the United States. The large plant visited also exports to the
United States in considerable quantity and is representative in its
operations.
Methods of obtaining costs.

Raw material.'-The raw material costs shown in the final tabu-
lations for Germany are for dies fabricated from three varieties of
granite imported from Sweden, and from one native German stone
commonly known as Spremberger syenite. With respect to rough
stock, purchased in Sweden, the raw material costs shown in the
tables are based on the prices paid for quarry blocks, plus the charges
for laying them down at the German finishing shops. These prices
are quoted by the Swedish quarry operators either f. o. b. the middle
of the Baltic, or f. o. b. German Balti ports, according to the methods
of shipment. The other charges besides purchase prices included in
the German raw material costs are: (1) the German import duty,
(2.50 gold marks per metric ton); (2) the freight to the German plants;
and (3) the cost of unloading and handling at the plants. The stone
is ordinarily bought roughly dimensioned, and to the price paid
there is usually added by the manufacturers of dies a certain esti-
mated percentage to cover loss in finishing. These estimated per-
centages of loss, and the resulting increases iii unit costs, vary some-
what with the different manufactuers, but in no case were deemed
to be excessive.
SThe freight rate on Swedish rough stone from the German Baltic

ports to the finishing plants was reported by all manufacturers to be
100 Swedish crowns per cubic meter (76 cents 2 per cubic foot) of
roughly dimensioned stone. The actual amount of freight paid
vanes somewhat on different shipments, as the ratio of weight to
volume is not absolutely constant. As all of the finishing plants
included in this investigation are located in neighboring villages of
one district, the freight from Sweden may be considered to be practi-
cally the same for all the plants.

The cost of the German syenite to the German manufacturers
includes the purchase price of the stone, together with freight charges
from the quarries to the manufacturers' plants and unloading charges
at the plants..Direct labor.-Wage rates in the granite manufacturing industry
of the Fichtelgebirge district are highly differentiated and standard-
ized through a piece-rate agreement between the manufacturers
and the workers' organization. The rates per square meter for
rough dressing are divided into seven groups, and for polishing into
three groups, according to the working qualities of the stone.

'It was- the usual practice of the German companies to pay the
published rates of the agreement. Where labor was paid in this

'Conversion at the average rate of exchange for the first 10 months of 196.
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manner, the labor cost records submitted by the companies were
checked with the published rates, and their correctness thus assured.
To a certain extent labor was paid on a time wage basis, and in such
cases the labor costs per unit were calculated from the original records
of the manufacturers. The unit labor costs for operations thus ob-
tained from time wages paid, were caluclated per square meter for
five varieties of stone, and were then applied to the types and sizes of
dies and varieties of stone used in the cost comparison.

The direct labor costs for finishing comers of the dies used in cal-
culating the costs of the composite granite dies for each of the German
plants were based on the cost of rounding corners to the extent known
in the German industry as the half-glied, which represents a medium
rounding operation in that country. The direct labor rates per
linear foot used in calculating the cost of rounding corners were for
the four companies, respectively, 8.8 cents, 8 cents, 7.7 cents, and 8.7
cents, or an average of 8.3 cents. The rates per linear foot for this
operation were* calculated from data obtained from the published
agreement between the manufacturers and the workers' organization,
and were used upon the assumption that direct labor costs for finish-
ing corners based on these rates were for operations corresponding to
those used in calculating the costs of the domestic composite dies.

Manufadturing expene.-The usual practice of the German manu-
facturers in determining the manufacturing expense of particular
monuments is to figure manufacturing expense as a percentage on
labor, using one percentage for rough dressing and another for polish-
ing. The higher of the two rates is applied to polishing to allow for
the greater use of machinery in that operation. The details of the
method of calculating manufacturing expense vary appreciably with
the several firms, and it is apparent, notwithstanding the detailed
nature of the calculations, that the final allowances for overhead are
largely estimates. But these final allowances, as variously arrived at
are about the same for the different companies and their essential
accuracy is not doubted.

Packing expevse.-Packing cost for the different producers was allo-
cated to the individual dies by means of percentages based on the
ratio of total packing charges to total shop costs. These percentages
were in some respects estimates, but the separate concerns reporting
showed substantially the same ratio and no reason was discovered for
doubting their essential validity.

Imputed interest.-Interest on investment was calculated on the
amount of net depreciated fixed assets at the rate of 10 per cent. At
this rate, the total Imputed interest of the various concerns ranged
from 2.3 per cent to 8 per cent of the total shop costs. To determine
the imputed interest on each die, the percentage derived, as above, for
each concern, was applied to the shop costs of the individual dies of
that concern.

Seeing apenxe.-Selling expense, if any, for finished monumental
granite produced in Germany has not been used in the cost com-
parison.
Summary of shop costs.

In Table 7 are summarized the cost data obtained from four
manufacturers in Germany for all-polished granite dies fabricated
from three varieties of imported Swedish granite, namely, Bon Accord
Gray, Red Swede, and Beers Red, and from one native German
stone known as Spremberger syenite. In addition is shown the im-
puted interest applicable to these dies. The final tabulation in Table
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7 summarizes the data for the above four varieties of stone. The
final unweighted average in Table 7 is the calculated shop cost of
the German composite die which is a simple average of the costs of
the four sizes and three types of dies selected for cost comparison,
fabricated from the varieties of granite mentioned above. In Table
F in the appendix is shown a summarization of the cost data obtained
for polisheddies fabricated in Germany from Swedish black granite.

The costs of the dies fabricated from Swedish black granite were not
used in calculating the cost of the composite polished die for the
German industry as a whole, because (1) the dies fabricated from
Bon Accord Gray, Red Swede, Beers Red, and Spremberger syenite
are more directly comparable with the varieties of granite produced
in Vermont, Massachusetts, and Minnesota; (2) the Swedish black
granite is somewhat of a specialty, and dies made from this variety
of granite sell at more than 10 per cent above the higher priced
grou of staple granites characterized by Bon Accord Gray and Red
Swede, and 25 per cent above the average price of the dies fabricated
from the other granites mentioned above. A comparison of the
average prices of the types and sizes of dies for which costs were
obtained, is shown in the following price summary.

Average selling price of German polished granite dies: Average of three types and
four sizes for the year, 1925

Bon Accord Gray --------------------------------------- $70. 83
Red Swede -------------------------------------------- 70. 83
Beers Red --------------------------------------------- 54. 83
Spremberger syenite -------------------------------------- 54. 08

Simple average ------------------------------------ 62. 64
Black Swede .-------------------------------------------7 37
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METHODS AND CONDITIONS OF MARKETING

According to information obtained from manufacturers in Germany,
the granite dies exported by them to the United States are almost
invariably manufactured in accordance with orders placed with them
by purchasing agents of 1 re American wholesalers who pay such
agents a commission. The designs and specifications for the specific
dies desired originate with the American wholesalers and are for-
waded, by them to their purchasing agents., These agents visit the
plants of a number of manufacturers in a district from whom they
obtain estimates for the various types and sizes of dies required.
They act for their American principals in placing contracts for their.
requirements with the German manufacturers, and usually distribute
their orders, or a part thereof, among a number of producers in a
district. In addition to exercising their functions as purchasing
agents, they examine and pass upon the finished products, and not
infrequently reject dies because they do not conform to the required
specifications or are considered to be unsatisfactory in quality of
stone or finish.

Practically all the large producers of finished monumental granite in
the Vermont and Minnesota districts are wholesalers who utilize the
services of traveling representatives in selling their products direct- to
retail monumental dealers throughout the country. In the Vermont
district, however, sales are made in some instances to jobbers or
"purchasing aents" Wh buy for retail dealers outside the district.
At least one of the larger granite quarryn concerns in the Barra
district of Vermont extensively advertises its products, and manu-.
facturers using Barre granite are benefited by an advertising program
which is national in scope. To a large extent the granite manufac.
turers in the Massachusetts district dispose of their products through
traveling salesmen who sell to retail monumental dealers, though a
number of producers, including some of the larger operators, sell
direct to the final purchaser.

The consumption of granite dies in the United States varies
a proximately with the density of population. All of the large cities
therefore are important markets for granite monuments. The large
centers of population, however, do not receive .their supplies of. monu-
ments in equal degree from the various domestic and foreign centers
of production. Freight rates upon granite monuments are an
important factor in their distribution.

Finished monuments from the Barre, Vt., district are perhaps the
most widely distributed of all the domestic and imported products.
They are sold practically nation-wide. The sales are heaviest in the
Northern and Eastern States and lightest in the South and Southwest.
Quincy finished granite likewise has a wide distribution. Most of the
sales are in the territory north and west of the Potomac and Ohio
Rivers. St. Cloud, Minn., granite is sold largely in the North and
Middle West. It penetrates as far eastward as caesern Ohio and
southwest to Colorado and Kansas.

Imported granite dies have two important centers of consumption-
one in Ohio and westward and the other in the Boston area. There
are a number of wholesale granite dealers in Ohio who purchase the
finished granite dies in Europe, principally in Germany, through
foreign purchasing agents, and sell them to the retail trade in the



Ohio Valley and 'probably, as fr West as St,' Louis. T 1hese" imports
are entoxed. princip4,ly through the port of Philadelphia. The
ix idt 't' f"finighed ionmenthl granite distributed i thi Boston
aret qimi d hieffy from-' otlnd, nd 'aret nahufatured, frm rough

There i 4 other season' than freigt rates 'for tnpqu l distibutiod
in *iibi It 'tsof ',t " ouht6'y1 t f-Taniti from, different sources
of tuPpy; 'T ihe I"moot, mportantb o thee reasons is the boloribf thb
stb 6'. In the' irtlh hn4 eAst po:iioni of the country, light, gray and
dark gray graaite hdWe 'A deoideda'pefdrence among, the purchaserij
In frtins of the same area; chiefly'in oenters of Jewish populaxtio*'Ne' York, ity, the1 11e ,a strong' demand for so-called blail"
ranit . 'Relativelyittle red 'granite' seems td b in demand in New

England.' 'In'the' Mississippi "aid' Ohio Valleys on the other hand;
ied grahiit is it !60 49 dfmthd,', and certain grades of it, such a
maho#ihy red froim W6consin, sell, at a price premium, oer other

,M0st of the importsof finished gaite are of the red variety. iTh
color preference west of the Alleghenies may account for' the saet that
much"of th6 imPorted:m4aterial is sold in the Ohio'area, ', '' Another reason for'the strong westward movement of'impdrted
finished granite is the fact that; trade-uuions-alog the Atlantic sea
board are reported to Object to lettering the imported, div. - tSeahoard
dealers. 6, therefore handicapped in marketing this productt., This
is a c'0nd'tion which it'is'unde'stood does not prevail in the Ohio areft.

The' selling of -fiished gtanite by wholesale dealers in the Ohio irei
is peculiar to that'area.: The domestic producers at Bai re,, Quinc
a St.' Cloud "act a their own wholesalers for most "of their product

aid seU it largely through traveling salesmen directly to the retail
dealers., There eore a' few purchasing agents or brokers in the Barre
district who do iot nufaCtures thefinished dies. The wholealers
in Ohio purchase 'principally the imported product, but it is under
stood that sonie ofthem also deal in domestic dies.

S" .... TRANSPORTATION

Ports where imported manufactured monumental granite p nters the
territory of the United States. ' ' 'GrAnite dies,' including the kinds covered by this investation,' are

imported into the United States t'ports of entry on both the Atlantic
and Pacific seaboards and 'to some extent q t interior ports. The
Philadelphia costoins 4istfict ranks, first -in ifportnce' with respect
to this clase of imp0its;the Ma0#0husetts disttiet ranks second;and "New'York thrd' Iti Tabl& are, shown the imports for
the e three custom 'districts foi the year 1926 principal countriesof' orglia i imports 't all pOtts of entry on the iFCto coet are shown
aoone gfpup; and imports at all other customs districts, including
those in the interi6rf the Country: are shown as another gr6up., /
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e "e"oted In i aa G4bd ore91c0 rotee*L I1

[Quantities reported in peubade; eobrt~rted hate ale fee at tha ttlf ol'lubla M't, ime atric teal 0

Oettlny~gm iijabi bloideni ~1 :Told.],,,i ,:to , Ps . .... :..... A '- B60. I m romu m o od m u4o .::i,

I. ................. ..
7 4 8

TtL,23,400 8, 745 4,918 3,209 512 47,8685

.............. .. $14I4 804 1 r be$28 , $20 .. ,1 . $21%272
bWhMta 1,6 6 A08 2I' 218 172 I......... 87.4W

Nowor . ' 5,832 8,0768323.... 3,974 I$8,59 A2,8C
Paclflo oont district ........... 284 1,811 . 841 I 1,992 8,928
ADl other ditit ....... 18.340 2,747 9894 5,747 84O I 3 27,2

o ta............. *..I A %,*A 44 3B,639 2.1 91281 85 0,o

I Some building granite may be Inoluded In these figures.

A large proportion of the imports of manufactured granite entered
at the Philadelphia customs district is from Germany; in 1925,
approximately 19,600 cubic feet out of a total of 29,390 cubic feet,
or 66.7 per cent. The imports into the Massachusetts customs
district that year were chiefly from ,Great Britain (Scotland), and
amounted to 7,078 cubic feet out of a total of 11,344 cubic feet.
Imports at New York were relatively small, and for the most part
from Groat Britain and Germany.

From the foregoing table it appears that Philadelphia is not only
the most important port of entry for manufactured monumental
granite, whatever the country of origin, but also is the most important
port of entry with respect to imports from Germany-the principal
competing country. /

0osts of transportation and other charges on imported manufactured
monumental granite from Germany, to, the principal port of
importation.
The inland, freight in, Germany from, the- four plants for which.

cost-of-production data were obtained to the ports of shipment has,
been, calculated at the rate of 25 gold marks, or $5.95 per metric ton.
The average ocean freight on graftite dies at the rates prevailing in
1925 was $4 per metric ton. Other charges on such shipments
included marine insurance and consular fees.

The marine insurance upon the selected dies for which cost data
were obtained was calculated upon the basis of the value of the
various sizes of dies. To the average value f. o. b. Hamburg of each
size of die there was added 15 per cent to arrive at the value at which
shipments of such dies from Germany to the United States are
ordinarily insured. The insurance rate was found to be one-fourth
of 1 per cent of this value. Upon this basis the insurance charge
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at this rate fdr each' of the fou 'sizj, 6f ,dl for which ' osti were
obtained was 30 cents, 21 6cnt, 18 €ents, and 12 cenit, respectively.
The simple average forthe, four sizes was 20 cents.,

An analysis of invoices at the port of Philadelphia indicated that
shipments of granite dies, entered at that port averaged 10 dies per
invoice. The charge for consular fee, amounting to-12.0 per.inyoieo
consulated, was,distibuted, to the specific dies on this basis.

The transportation charges upon manufactured monumental granite
fr9m Germany have been converted from charges per metric ton
into charges per die of the selected sizes and types. As the weights
of the various varieties of manufactured granite vary somewhat,-the
German die manufacturers calculate the average weight per cubi9
meter of all varieties of granite shipped to the United States at the
rate of three metric tons per cubic meter' and the weight of the
packing is figured at 5 per cent of the weight of the unpacked stone.
In Table 9 are shown the respective weights including the weight of
packing, used in calculating on the above basis the transportationcosts applicable to the selected sizes of granite dies imported from
Germany.

TABLE 9.-Moumental granite: Wegh of German polished dies, including the
weight of packing

Weight (packed)
,Weight Weltht ex presse In-

* sz 'Volume ebe Weight W
onblo of stone
motor Metric Long 100

tons tons pound

mder Iilos Kilo; Kilos
3"feet 6 Inches by I foot 2 Inches by 3 feet ..... 3 0 001 000 1,062 53 1.115 1.097 24.87
3 feet by Ifoot by 2 feet 0inoes. ......... 248 3,000 744 37 .780 .768 17.20
2 feot 8 inches by I foot by2feet10 inches.... 221 3.00 663 33 .700 .689 1& 43
2 feet by I foot by 2 feet Inhes............. 146 30 438 22 .480 .463 10.15

Composite die .................. .242 3,000 726 36 .762 .752 16.8

Weight of packing calculated at 5 per cent of the weight of the stone.

The weight of the German die packed for shipment, 0.752 long ton,
is slightly greater than the packed weight of the composite domestic
die, whichhas been figured at 0.708 long ton. The domestic manu-
facturers calculate the average weight of the several varieties of
domestic manufactured monumental granite at the rate of 12 cubic
feet per long ton, or 0.0833 ton per cubic foot, unpacked. Domestic
pvAking is lighter than the foreign, and the weight has been calculated
at 2 per cent of the weight of the stone, giving an average weight for
the domestic die, packed, of 0.085 long ton per cubic foot. In Table
10 bre shown the weights--including the weight of packing-used
in calculating the transportation costs applicable to the selected sizes
of domestic dies.



, jM n i fig*,e of pomndtic po
1t-404 voih o0 rdpin

. . ... , , , I , , . ..... -.

Weight i-;,
I Voumeper cubic

fcu~ oot In-

packin tons pounds,

3 foo 6 bnh b Iftoot 2 inche by W. 1ee t 4'0%06 1.0Oi,1 2
$ feet by I foot by2feet 10 inches .................. 84 .085 .722 10.17
2feet8 Inhuby I foot by2 feet Inchee................. .085 .044 14.48
2 fet bJ I foot by 2 feet O inches .............................. 5 .085 .425 9.52

Composite di.... . ..................................... 8% .05 .708 15.88

Includes Weight of the packing ulotated at 2 per cent of the Weight of the stone.

By applying the transportation charges per metric ton' to the
weight per metri6 ton of the imported dies, packed, the specific cost
of, transportation per die is obtained. The results of this calculation
for each of the selected sizes of the dies imported from Germany, and
for the average of all, together with the charges for insurance and
consular fee, are, set forth, m Tab 11.
7 &~riu X1.-Monumental Vrani4

tisss'of imported disi,'German
t: sport action and oher charges 9f spcfic

plants to Am ericsn' Atlantic seaboard, for 1925

SSizesof dies
'1 .. .. . .. ...

48r,, fee by2ot 8 2 foefoot ComIns
hrincftO feet b in by to by dieiyfoot b foot bylfotby simple: . IIfoot 2 2 fotl 1~ tl 2f 0t

Inches by inches 1 h er8 feet InOs i inches four slee

Internal freight and transfer ......................... $.4 $4.64 $4.17 $2.74 $4.55
Ocean freight ......... . .................... 4.4 3.12 2.80 1.84 3.08
Insurance .............. 30 .21 .18 .12 .20
Consular fee ...................................... .25 .25 .25 .25 .25

Total transportation and other charges ........ 11.85 8.22 7.40 4.9 8.08

Domestic freight rates on manufactured monumental granite.
In Table 12 are given the published freight rates on manufactured

monumental granite -per 100 pounds in carload shipments from and
to specified points.' o s f

TABLE 12.-Monumental granite: Domestic freight rates on manufactured monu-
mental granite, 1925

[Cents per 100 pouwd In carload shipments]

N e w P h ila - P i ts - C o lu m n h ca o t .T U S
From- York, dehis, burgh, bus,N.Y. . P a. Ohio Il1. Mo.

Boston, Masn..........12........ .......... 28 31~ 30 4
Qulncy Mass................. ..... 25 32 28 31 30
Bar t..................... 31 363 28 31 36 4
New York, N. Y .............. 27....... .......... 3 44 66
Philadelphia, Pa ............... 32......... .......... 32 42 U4 84
St. Peters, Pa ...................... 222 461
COOlrsburg Pa ..................... 22 53St. Loud lnn ............... 79 773 5 52 23 27
Woutau, Wis ................ 70..37 8 48 43 16 273
Montello, Wis......... .......... 867 6 444 3934 1s 2714



velo~n im tr r tri) li ob 0 f6id to,per die are shown in Table 13. Tls table shows the cost of trans-
port.tio, from points of shipment in the Uited States to certain

k iI~ r a dome tic and. for an imported composite die. Trans-
portation calW66141s have been based on a composite die, weighing,
when packed, l,886 Pounds for the domestic die and 1,684 pounds for
tlidltiipo'ted die.
TABLE 13.-MomeaS, granite: Domestic transportation charges for composite

granite dies from points of shipmnt in the United 8tate to epwied ma kete,
10720

Origin of shipment •s, e Pa. us, Lotis
P, Mo.

St, OI0IA Minn.... . ..... .............. 12. 9.01 4.38

JG t P... .......................... ......... 77

The transportation charges in thb bve table Me unweighted;
That is t sato they are calculated from the freight rates upon fnishe
kiiePe p011408 wMItout, Aeriaq, qlo Ah

to the various centers of consumption. It is known tha'atarge
quantities of Quincy and Barre granite dies are shipped to Philadel-
pha, Pittsburgh, Columbus, and St. Louis; that considerable quan-
urtes of St. Cloud granite dies go to St. Louis, Columbus, and
perhaps Pittsburgh; ind that important quantities of imported
German, dies go to Columbus, and perhaps to Pittsburgh. Rela-
tively little of the imported dies are consumed in the Philadelphia
area, and no information is available in regard to shipments to St.

'Louis.
DETERMINATION OF DUTIABLE VALUES

With. the exception noted below, the dutiable value used in calcu-
lating the ad valorem rate of duty necessary-to equalize foreign and
domestic costs of productionswas obta'ned- by a study 0, .customs
invoices for dies imported in 1925 whoSe specifications were apjprox-
imately the same as those for which cost dqt we're'obtained. How-
ever, it is imderstod froi information re)6ived from tW producers
in dermany that dies exported to the United States have rubbed
instead of rounded comers. Upon the assumption therefore, that
the dutiablevalues ate for rubbed corners, whereas' the cost eonlpari-
son is upon the basis of rounded corners, there was added to the cal-
culated dutiable value of the dies,' for' which cist data were obtained,
the calculated cost in Germany of medium rounded comers. As
previously indicated, this coot was foi rounding corners to the extent
known in the German industry as the half-glied, which represents a
medium rounding operation in that country. The rate per linear
foot was calculated from data obtained from the published agree-
ments between the manufacturers and the workers' organization.
As shown in Table 14, this addition for rounding corners amounted
to $4.21 for the composite die.

Table 14 shows the average selling prices f. o. b.'plant of German
granite dies in 1925, polished on four sides and top, bottom jointed,
of. the types and sizes for. which cost. data. were obtained, fabricated
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from -three varieties of Swedish granite-namely, Bon Accord Gray,
Red Swede, and Beers Red, and from one native German stone
(8premberger syenite).; In, addition is shown the average selling
price of the German composite die obtained by averaging the selling
riws .' .o. b. German plant given in this table. The prices of dies
abricated from Swedish blaQk granite are not included In the prices

given in, Table 14. The prices upon which this table is based could
not be obtained directly at the plants in Germany, and therefore
have been secured from an analysis of the invoices of shipments
entered, at the port of Philadelphia, and from other data obtained
from importers. The price data, obtained from these sources forstories' of similar sizes, ty~es, and Varieties of granite have been aver-
aged to arrive at the prices shown in the table. The invoice prices
used were usually given f. o. b. German port, and to arrive at the
values shown in the table upon which duties would be assessed the
freight expense from ,the German plants to the port of shipment is
deducted as a nondutiable item.

'The prijMs shown in Table 14 reflect conditions during the whole
of 1925, whereas German costs of production of manufactured granite
shown in this report reflect an increased wage scale prevailing sub-
sequent to July 10 of that year. It should be noted also that the
price data do not necessarily represent transactions for the same
plants from which cost 4ata were obtaiqed.

As previously. noted, 'upon the assumption that imported dies had
rubbed instead of rounded corners, there was added to the dutiabhk
value of the composite granite die of $62.64, as derived from cus-
toms invoices, the amount of $4.21 for the calculated cost of rounding
corners of such die in Germany, making a calculated dutiable value
of $66.85.'

TABLE 14.--Manufactured monumental granite: Prices of granite dies polished
* four sides and top, manufactured in Germany, for the year 19W

feet 6 inches by 8 feet by 1 foot 2 feet 8 incbes by feet by I foot
I foot 2 Inches by 2 feet 10 1 footb2ce by2eot, Com-t

by 8 feet ' inches foo2et inches, posits
I. . die,... . ... calcu.

Price Calcu. Pile Calcu Price Calcu- Prce Calcu-I1ted

f. o. b. latcd f. o. b. latod f. o. b. lated f. P. b Wated price at
Ham- price at Ham. price at Ham. price at Ham.. price at plant
burst plantI burg plant' burg plants burg plant p

Bon Accord Gray:
Flat, oval, or serpentine

top ................... $11K.80 $107.88 $7.00 971.38 $07.00 $62.83 $44. 00 $41.28 $70.83
Red Swede:

flat, oval, or serpentine
t top ........ * ...... 114.80 107.86 78.00 71.386 7.00 62.83 44.00 41.26 70.88

Beers Red:
Flattop ................. 88.00 81.38 60.50 M.86 81.50 47.83 81.50 28.76
Ovalto .............. 88.00 81.88 64.00 59.38 84.00 49.88 84.80 81.76 4.83
Serpentine top ........... 88.00 81.38 64.00 59.3 54.00 49.83 84.80 31.78

Spremberger syenite.
Flattop ............ 85.00 78.38 61.00 56.38 53.00 48.83 33. 0 30.76
Oval8top ....... 78 .o 78.3 el.00 ..3e 53.00 48.83 34.00 .26 5410
serpentinetop...::::::::' 86:00 78.38 84.00 9. 53.00 4&83 38.00 33..2....

Simple average ........
Added cost for rounding cor-oners.......................

100.60 93.88 69.21 64.57 60.04 55.87 89.00 3.26 62.64

4.81 4.81 4.38 4.3 4.22 4.22 3.84 3.64 4.21
Total value ............ 105.11 98.47 73.57 68.193 64.26 00.09 42.64 39.00 88

I Price f. o. b. Hamburg, loss $6.64 for inland transportation.
1 Price 1. o. b, Hamburg, la $4.64 for Inland transportation.
8 Price f. o. b. Hamburg, less $4.17 for inland transportation.
4 Price L o. b. Hamburg, less $2.74 for inland transportatIon.
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COST COMPARISON OF DOMESTIC AND GERMAN POLISHED GRANITE DIES

In Table 15 there are shown the costs of domestic and German
imported polished granite dies, calculated upon two bases:

(1) Upon the basis of costs, including transportation, for both
foreign and domestic dies at Philadelphia; and

(2) Upon the basis of costs, including transportation, of imported
and domestic dies at Columbus, Ohio.

TABLE 15.-Manfacured monumenal granite: Comparison of United States and
German costs of production for a composite polished granite die, at plants,
transportation costs to Philadelphia, Pa., and Columbus, Ohio, and the costs
including transportation to such points

Costs per composite die Duty
necessaryto equal.
ite differ.
enoes InItem cost com-

United GermanyDifer puted on
States ence a foreign

value of
$06.85
per die

Per cetCost of production f. o. b. plants, excluding interest ...... $108. $87.44 $41.52 2.11Imputed interest ......................................... 1.75 2.88 -1.10 ..........
Cost of production f. o. b. plants, including interest ...... 110.71 70.29 40642 80.46

Transportation charges from plants to-Philadelphia, Pa ........................................... 7.72 8. 06 ..............
Columbus, Ohio ........................................... i 0 1 13------------

Cost, including interest, at-
Philadelphia, Pa . ................................... 11&43 78. 36 40.08 50.96Columbus; Ohio ....................................... 11. 79 85. 42 3L 37 4. 93

I Includes $8.06 tranportation and other charges from German plants to American Atlantic port, andthe transportation charge in the United States from port of importation (Philadelphia, Pa.), to Columbus,
Ohio.

Each of the two bases of cost comparisons given in Table 15 have
certain advantages and disadvantages from the point of view of
determining the necessary equalizing duty. These advantages and
disadvantages are discussed below.
Domestic and imported at Philadelphia.

A reason in favor of Philadelphia as the point for comparing costs,
including transportation, of foreign and domestic finished dies is the
fact that large quantities of domestic dies transported from Barre
and Quincy are marketed in the Philadelphia area because of the
density of the population in that area. Philadelphia is the principal
port of entry for imported finished granite, and a small quantity of
such granite is marketed there in competition with the domestic
product.

A reason against Philadelphia as a point of cost comparison is that
relatively little imported finished granite from Germany is distributed
in the Philadelphia area. The bulk of it is shipped upon the order
of wholesalers in Ohio for ultimate distribution west of the Alleghenies.
Domestic finished granite, therefore, shipped to the retail trade in
the Philadelphia district, does not compete directly with the transit
trade of imports through Philadelphia. To what extent this transit
trade of imports, as a potential supply of finished granite, affects the
prices of granite in the Philadelphia area, is not determinable.
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Another reason against the use of Philadelphia as the center for
cost comparison is the fact that red granite, which constitutes the
bulk of the imports, and which is the product of the granite quarries
in St. Cloud, Minn,, does not seem to be in strong demand upon the
Atlantic seaboard, and for that reason neither the domestic nor im-
ported red is sold in important quantities in Philadelphia. In addi-
tion, freight rates preclude the economical shipment of Minnesota red
granite to Philadelphia, and the opposition of trade unions upon the
Atlantic seaboard to lettering imported granite dies adversely affects
the sale of the product in the Philadelphia area.
Domestic and imported at Columbus.

One reason for comparing costs, including transportation, of im-
ported and domestic granite dies at Columbus, Ohio, is that the
principal importers of finished granite from Germany are located in
the Ohio area, and in that area both domestic and imported granite
are sold in considerable quantities. It is there also that the St.
Cloud red granite meets the competition of imported red granite to a
large extent.

Reasons against the selection of Columbus are that so far as the
domestic production is concerned there is no special concentration of
markets for the domestic product in that area. A large number of
other cities are more important consuming centers for domestic
finished granite than Columbus. The actual quantities of both
domestic and imported granite shipped to the Ohio area, of which
Columbus may be taken as the center, are not known.

From the above considerations the commission concludes:
1. That if a seaboard market is selected for comparing costs,

including transportation, of domestic and foreign granite, Phila-
delphia is the proper market.

2. That if an area is selected where, in the process of internal
distribution to retailers the imported and domestic granite dies meet
in competition to a considerable extent under the existing tariff
rate, and other competitive conditions are taken into consideration,
Columbus, Ohio, should be the point to which transportation costs
are calculated for the cost comparison.

Respectfully submitted. THOMAS 0. MARVIN,

Chairman,
ALFRED P. DENNIS,

Vice CUirman,
EDGAR B. BROSSARD,
SHERMAN J. LOWELL,
LINCOLN DIXON,
FRANK CLARK,

Commissioners.
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STATEMENT, OF THE VIEWS'OF CHAIRMAN: MARVIN AND COMMIT.
SIONERS BROSSARD AND LOW9LL I

fRed monumenta granite constitutes most of the imports 9f manu -
factured monumental grate and is also the principal product of' thM
granite quarries of St. Cloud, Min.' The demand on the Atlantf
seaboard for red monumental granite is now almost entirely supplied
by imported red monumental granite. Freight rates on granite, A
bulky commodity, constitute a disadvantage to Minnesota andWis-
consin red granite in the eastern market. The attitude of trader
unions upon the Atlantic seaboard toward Jettering imported dip#
adversely. affects; the sale of imported dies in tl.t secin..T
principal importers of red monumental granite from Gerimany #T#
located in the Qhio area and cater. to the German poplation in that
area who seem to have a preference' for the red monumental granitp,
Under existing conditions, the St., Cloud red monumental granite
probably meets the imported red granite. to, a greater, extent in t4~q
Ohio area , '.

The foregoing may, be said to point to some place in the Ohio area,
such as, Columbus, as the, principal market to which tr4nsportatio0
costs; shou'd be computed. _It must be borne in mind, however,
that this investigation deals not a'one with red monumental grant
but also with the black and gray granite dies., The rate of, duty
fixed in the tariff act of 1922 is upon "granite," which includes the
red, black,- and gray. In the opinion! of Commissioners Marvin,
Brossard, and Lowell, if transportation costs are to be taken into
consideration for the purposes of this ihvestigatiQn, transportation
costs as they affect all types of granite must be considered.

Transportation costs are included in this investigation in accord,
ance with the Attorney General's opinion of February 2, 1926, ii
which the Attorney General held that the President should-. .
by virtue of clause (4), subdivision (c), take into consideration, in so far as hefinds it practicable from an analysis of the facts in each case, costs of transpor-tation, whenever it is shown that such costs or differences therein, as between
foreign and domestic articles, constitute an advantage or disadvantage in com-
petition between the foreign and American producers.

In the course of that opinion, the Attorney General further said:
The language used in subdivision (c), given its natural and usual meaning,

Indicates with reasonable clearness the intent of the legislative body, when thepurpose of section 315 is borne in mind. This purpose is not merely the ascer-tainment of the differences in costs of production by the Tariff Commission, butthe equalization of the rates of duty for the protection of American producers,
and to offset any advantages in competition enjoyed by foreign producers.

In the opinion of Commissioners Marvin, Brossard, and Lowell to
compute transportation costs to a point in the Ohio area selected as
the principal market would not only ignore advantages or disadvan-
tages in competition as they affect that part of the domestic granite
industry which produces black and gray granite dies, but would
operate to defeat the intent and purpose of section 315. It is recog-
nized, of course, that equalization of the costs of production of
domestic and imported monumental granite at any one market
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necessarily means that costs, osjequalized in other markets in
the United States. The Supren6Lurt of the United States in a-ont wtonimo 'afio *1.Ig pn .5 t o , nstituional

spad pin part that, Wm applying the pommions ox section 315, rates must
be fixed "so that the duties not only secure revenue but. at the same
item enable domestic producers to compete on terms of equality with
foreign producers in the markets of the United States." Let us sup,
pose that Columbus, Ohio, be taken as the principal market for the
purpose of computing transportation costs. Such. equalization of
costs including transportation to ColumbUs gives the imported granite
on advantage in Philadelphia over the average of all domestic granite
of $8.71 per composite eli; in New York $8.15 per composite die;
tnd in Boston, $7.62 per composite die. Such a method of equaliza.
tion also gives the imported granite a decided advantage in all other
Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coast ports.

Equalization of costs of production including transportation to
Columbus would give the imported granite an advantage in Boston
of $9.43 per composite die over Vermont granite in Boston and of
$5.25 pet composite die over Massachusetts granite in Boston.
Such equalization At Columbus likewise gives imported granite an
advantage over Vermiont and Massachusetts granite at all seaboard
point and at points in the interior of the United States west and
ibuth of Colutbus, Ohio.

The foregoing illustration serve. to show that if a rate of duty be
b*sed upon th6 dffernce in the bosts of production of German and
domestic dies, including cost of transportation to Columbus,- Ohio,
the resulting rate (46.93 pet cent) would ffil by a wide margin to
equalize thbe Asceftained, difference# in Costs at either Philadelphia,,
Boston, or New York, or other markets, as indicated above. Mani-
festly, such result would defeat the purpose of section 315to protect
aid encourage domestic industries.

Id the opinion of Commissioners Marvin, Brossard, and Lowell,
Philadelphia is the point to which transportation costs should be
computed in comparing costs of production of domestic and German
grate dies. Philadelphia is the principal port of entry, for manu-
factured monumental granite, 62 per cent of imports being entered
at that port. Two-thirds of all imports of manufactured monumental
granite at Philadelpnia come from Germany, the principal competing
country. Philadelphia is the point from which imports arc distributed
to vari'ius markets in the United States. Large quantities of domes-
tic dies transported from Barre and Quincy are marketed in the
Philadelphia area, because of the density of population in that area,
and compete there to some extent with the imported monumental
gran te.

The rate of duty necessary to equalize the ascertained differences
in costs of production, including transportation to Philadelphia, for
both the domestic and foreign dies, is 60 per cent ad valorem. Such
rate will more nearly, "enable domestic producers to compete on
terms of equality with foreign producers in the markets of the United
States," in accordance with the purpose of section 315, as interpreted
by the Supreme Court of the United States.
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Findingof fatto thef4W -~i~lj~~etof the
underggned -fembei f theM' ited States Taiff Cromission,
warranted by the evidence collected in the investigation of, manual
tured monumental granite and bummarized inthe foregoing report.

COSTS OF PRODUCTION OF MANUFACTURED MONUMENTAL GRANITE

(1I Germanyis the principal competing country.
(2) The present duty on; manufactured monumental, granite of

50 per cent ad valorem does not equalize the difference in costs of
production of manufactured monumental granite in the United
States and in the principal competing country. .

(3) Codt8, g. o. b. plant.-The average cost of production of manu-
factured monumental granite f. o. b. plants, including interest, is
for the United States, $110.71, per -compopite die, and or Germany,
$70.29, per composite die. The average cost in the United Statesexceeds the average cost in Germany by $40.42 per composite die.
The rate of duty necessary to equalize said difference in costs of
production f. o. b. plants of manufactured monumental granite, the
product of the United States, and of a like, or similar article, the
product of the principal competing country,, is 60.46 per cent ad
valorem.' . ,

(4) In the opinion of the Attorney General, under date of February
2, 1926, it was held that in ascertaining the differences in costs of
production under section 315, the President should,. "by virtue of
clause (4), subdivision (c), take into consideration, in so far as he
finds it practicable from an analysis of the facts in each case, costs
of transportation whenever it is shown that such costs or differences
therein as between foreign and domestic articles constitute an advan-
tage or disadvantage in competition between the foreign and American
producers. Cost comparisons, therefore, are shown in this report
-with transportation included on two bases:
. (4) Including transportation on both the foreign and domestic

granite, to Philadelphia, Pa.
(b) Including transportation on both the foreign and domestic

granite to Columbus, Ohio.
. (5) 68ts, incuding tranportation to Ph'ildlphka.-The average
cost of, production of manufactured monumental granite, including
transportation to Philadelphia, Pa., is for the United States $118.43
per composite die and for Germany $78.35 per composite die. The
cost in the United States exceeds the cost in Germany by $40.08 per
composite die. The rate of duty necessary to equalize said difference
in costs of production of manufactured monumental granite, the
product of the United States, and of a like or similar article, theproduct of the principal competing country, is 60 (59.96) per cent ad
valorem.

(6) o 84, including transportation to Columbm.-The average cost
of production of manufactured monumental granite, including trans-
portation to Columbus. Ohio, is for the United States $116.79 per
composite die and for Germany $85.42 per composite die. The cost in
the United States exceeds the costs in Germany by $31.37 per com-
posite die. The rate of duty necessary to equalize said difference in
costs of production of manufactured monumental granite, the product
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of the United States, and of a like or similar article, the product of
the principal competing country , is 46.93 per cent ad valorem.

(7) Commissioners Marvin, Brossard, and Lowell are of the opinion
that, if, traniportation costs ar to -be -included,'the Provisions of
section 315 require that domestic costs of production, including trans-
portation to Philadelphia, should be compared with foreign costs of
of production, including transportation to Philadelphia. As shown
Iv paragraph (5), page 40, such coqt of production for the United States
oxc eds such cook of production for, Germany by $40.08 per composite
die, The rate Qf duty necessary. .to equalize such difference in cost
ofroduetion ig,40 per cent ad vigorem (59.96 per cent).Rlespectfully- submitted. •

THOMAS 0. MARVIN, Chairman.

EDGAR B. BROSSARD,
SHERMAN J. LOWELL,



VIEWS OF COMMISSIONERS DENNIS DIXON AND CLARK

The object sought in this, as in other 315 deth ig the correct
ascertainment of production costs as btweon the domestic dnd thi
foreign competing hrtcle. All chmissoners tigreo that the average
cost at plants for the three domestic districts involved ib $110.71 pe,
unit, including interest, and that the delivered cdt of the German
composite die aid down in Philadelphia is $78.35# including interest.

POINTS AT 188Ut AS BETWEEN COMMISSIONERS

The views of commissioners diverge when it comes to the problem
of transportation. It is obvious gat competition in commodities
the world over is a matter of markets. We have no interest in any
foreign commodity from a competitive standpoint until that com-
modity actually reaches our shores and is offered for sale in our
principal markets. Some of the commissioners are apparently of the
opinion that the transportation costs on manufactured monumental
granite should be based on Philadelphia, but, unfortunately for this
hypothesis, Philadelphia is not the principal competing market. It
is agreed that Germany is the principal competing country for im-
ported manufactured granite known as dies. With respect to the
inflow of these foreign dies, Philadelphia is a mere transit point.
Agents who handle foreign monumental granite in Philadelphia are
neither imorters nor consumers. They are essentially forwarding
agents. German dies, for the most part, are shipped to this country
on the order of importers located in Ohio. These imports, though
they first touch our shores at Philadelphia, pass through that* city
without breaking bulk and do not enter channels of distribution at
that point, except in unimportant quantities. The commission's
experts agree, and the undersigned commissioners fully concur in
their judgment, that the Columbus, Ohio, area may be accepted as
the most important center for the primary distribution of German
monumental dies in the United States. Transportation charges
therefore, both on the foreign and domestic article should be basel
on the Columbus, Ohio, area rather than on Philadelphia.

To ask why the relatively unimportant city of Columbus, Ohio,
should have become our most important competitive market for pri-
mar distribution of granite tombstones is like asking why the rela-
tively small city of Akron, Ohio has assumed primacy in rubber,
Grand Rapids in furniture, and Detroit in automobiles.

DEALING WITH REALITIES

Our concern in this matter of transportation is with actual rather
than fictitious distribution. We turn out a limited amount of black
granite in the State of Pennsylvania and red granite in the State of
Minnesota. Our principal production is in gray granite, with the
business concentrated chiefly in Barre, Vt., and Quincy, Mass.
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Tombstones manufactured in Barre, Vt., have a potential if not an
actual distribution throughout the United States. Since death is
thb cotninn lot of all knd no locality is immune from the incidence
of mortality, distribution of tanite tombstones is widely diffitsed
throughout the country. , I 1. These monuments (technically known as dies) manufactured in
Barfe, Vt., rre distributed in practicAly every part of the United
States. Jt Would be as diflcut to trace, the ultimate destination of'
these monuments after they enter the retail trade as it would be
difficult to form a correct surmise as to the destination of the souls
they are designed to commemorate. What we do know for certain
is that only a small pementage .ed the domestic monumental granite
actually. moves to Philadelphia for ultimate distribution. The
proposition to set up Philadelphia as the principal competing market
as between the foreign and domestic commodity carries a double
economic error. It implies a false start and a false stop-a false
start in theoretically transporting the enormous output of the New
England quarries to Philadelphia--a false stop in arresting the move-
ment of imported granite at that point when the bulk of it proceeds
to Ohio. The concern of the undersigned commissioners in this matter
of transportation is with actual rather than fictitious distribution.
We are dealing with human beings engaged in the struggle to live
by fishing memorials to the dead. Certain members of the
Tariff Commission seem to think that they can reverse by a stroke
of the pen the currents of trade that have developed in obedience to
economic laws determining the evolution of the industry. As well
try to make water run uphill by, administrative fiat..

The day is recalled when certain members of this commission were
perfectly positive that transportation charges on foreign goods should
be completely ignored as a factor in equalizing competition under
section 315 of the tariff act. They were set aright on this question
by the Attorney General of the United States. Partial nullification
of the Attorney General's ruling is now being attempted under the
dogma of "equalizing transportation."

"Equalizing transportation" as thus interpreted means stopping
foreign goods at the port of importation, Whereas the obvious and
fair procedure is to take such goods to our great competitive markets.
Under the theory objected to, competitive goods made in Vladivostok,
Siberia, competing, let us say, in the Chicago market, would be
equalized as to transportation if they were landed in Nome, Alaska.
If it were permissible for the Tariff Commission to stop the goods of
the foreigner at the water's bdge and deny him transportation to
inland markets, Congress should have so declared, and that it has
not is evidenced by the fact that on May 12 a bill (H. R. 13713)
was introduced by Representative Manlove amending section 315
for the purpose of basing transportation costs on United States ports
of importation. Until Congress does enunciate its will on this
subject, the undersigned commissioners intend to administer the law
as, in their judgment, it now stands. These same commissioners
will continue to resist efforts directed toward overthrowing the
clear provisions of existing law as it has been interpreted by the
Attorney General and the Uuited States Supreme Court,

56773-29---.4
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UNttvP STATES, SVPRU C&)URT OPINION

In a rent unanimous demon of the.Supreme Court of the Unitod
States, Chief Justiep Taft employ, ge following language:

First. It seems clear what Congress intended by section 815. Its plan wAS
to secure by. law the imposition of customs duties on articles of Imported mer-
chapdls which should equal the difference btweep the cost of producing ln a
foreign country the articles in question and laying them down' lo sale in the
United States, and the cost of producing and 'selling like or similar articles in the
United States, so that the duties not only secure revenue but at the sane time
enable domestic producers" to Compete on, terms of equality with foreign prob
ducer in the market of the Upited States.
We h&ve here a perfectly clear statement of the equalization sought.
The desideratum is to "enable domestic producers to compete on
terms of equality with foreign producers in the market of the UnitMe
States," and not at the particular point where the foreign goods
happen to enter the territorial confines of the United States.

THE. DOGMA OF EQUALIZING TRANSPORTATION. ,,

This dogma of "equalizing trans ortation" at the port of importa-
tion rather than in a principal market is like the dogma that all men,
are created equal. .Here we have a cant phrase to which men may
render lip service while acknowledging the impossibility of its applica-
tion in an imperfect existing i world. The attempt to thus'e quilize
transportation is on a par with an attempt to equalize the intelectual
equipment of Machiavelli and the vi lage ,idiot by administrative
fiat. It would be pleasant for. the steel master operating in Utah to
have his transportation costs so equalized that he could compete on
equal terms in the New York City market with steel plants located
in Pittsburgh, Pa., but the political economist knows of no means by
which these delightful harmonies may be affected. The Interstate
Commerce Commission undertakes no such program of distributive
justice in the establishment of its rate structure.

By a purely artificial manipulation of transportation costs it is per-
fectly possible to arrive at figures which would justify a considerable
increase in the existing ad valorem duty of 50 per cent on imported
monumental granite dies. The international trade ; figures abun-
dantly confirm the conclusions of the undersigned commissioners
that no such increase is warranted. It may be noted that the net
total production of domestic manufactured granite in 1925 was
approximately 2,875,700 cubic feet. Imports from Germany, the
principal competing country, in 1925 were 23,459 cubic feet, equiva-
lent to eighty-two oie-hundredths of 1 per cent of the domestic
production. Total ithports from all countries were 47,585 cubic
feet, equivalent to 1.65 per cent of the domestic production. What-
ever the domestic industry may be called upon to bear, it is assuredly
not suffering from the ill effects of destructive foreign competition.

The separate conclusions of other commissioners may contain a
statement of, the effect at certain points of equalization of costs of
production including transportation, at Columbus, Ohio. The con-
verse of such equalization of costs at these points is, as far as practica-
ble, shown below.

Equalization of costs, including transportation to Philadelphia,
gives the average of all domestic granite an advantage in Columbus,
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Ohio, over an average of all imported granite, of $8.71 per composite
die and in St. Louis, Mo., of $12.55 per composite die. Equalization
at Philadelphisa,"o giveoesie' aa advantage at New York
City of $0.56 and at Boston of $1.09 per composite die.

Such equalization at Philadelphia alsd gives the St. Cloud, Minn.,
granite. an advantage in' Cohmbus of $1242 per composite die over
the imported granite, and of $20.02 per comp6Site die at St. Louis.

Equalization of costs, including transportation to Columbus, gives
the average of all domestic granites an advantse of $8.84 per com-
posite die over an average of all imported granite at St. Louis. At
that point the, Massachusetts granite, Would have an advantage of
$0.69'per composite die and the Vermont granite a disadvantage, of
$0.47 per composite die over the imported granite, or an advantage
of 0.11 for the two New England districts combined.

Such equalization at Columbus gives the St. Cloud, Minn., granite
an advantage over the foreign granite at Columbus of $7.47 per
composite die and of $11.31 at St. Louis.

FORMAL STATEMENT OF CoCL.siONS

i1 Germany is the principal competing country.
2. The differences in cost of production between monumental

granite dies the product of the United'States, and similar German
monumental' granite dies delivered at the principal' competitive
market the Columbus, Ohio, area, is $31.37. (See Table 15.)
The' calculated rate of duty necessary to equlize the difference in.
such costs computed on a foreign value of $66.85, a'figure agreed
upon by the commission's experts and all commissionerss, is 46.93 per
cent. The existing rate of duty being 50 pr' cent ad valorem, a
reduction of 3.07 per cent on manufactured monumental granite is
indicated. A P DALFRED P.' D 4Ni8,. Vit Ckirman, -

LINCOLN Dixo*,,''
FRANK CLARK, '

Commi288wn mr.
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•UNMANUFACTURD MONUMENTAL GRANITE

Rat o duy:Par 25.Tatiff actof_1922, ** prablto,.* * * unmanufactured. or not dii0 d hewn, or polihed,
5 ent per cubic fot.

Scope of invu.atiofd . .The commission's investigation of unmanufactured granite was
confined to the granite used for the manufacture of monuments and
does not include grante used for base stock of monuments, building
granite, or granite paving blocks4 : The cost data, therefore, in bot
the United States and Sweden,, thb principal dompetig country, are
for the relatively high grades of granite, suitable f6r making the
finished die.

DOMESTIC, 1RODUCTIO,

The varieties of unmanufactured monumental granite and the
quantity quarried (the quantity annually sold o1 usedy the quarriers)
in each of the leading grauite producing Stqtes have already been
discussed. in the earlier port of this report ('P. 3 to 5). 1The chief
center of qua'rying are ator nearBarre, Vt ,Qincy, Mass., andSt. Cloud, Mnw.,,whic 'iare.'Wls the cbiief centers of, manufacture.
Pie manufacturers of eacii of the led districts obtain by far the
greatorpart of their suppl of raw material in the Barre, Vt. district,
practically the, whole o it,' from the local quarries. On the other
hand, the quarries in some districts dispose of a small portion of theiroutput in outside, miarkets. A comparatively small quantity of
eastern* rough grant moves westward for manufacture, but little
western granite ioves far eastward. The quarriers of the Vermont
and Massachusetts districts sell in all markets outside their respective
districts collectively about 20 per cent of their total output.

In consequence of the predoniinatingly local consumption of the
output of the quariesl the competition between one monumental
granite producing district and another in the United States is chiefly
with respect to the finished, products. In this competition relative
excellence of design and superiority of workmanship play their part
but fundamentally the interdistrict competition rests upon the char-
acteristics of the stone of the various districts. The relationship,
therefore, between the quarrying and the manufacturing branches of
the industry is in all cases a close one, whether there be integration,
as in Minnesota Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania, or separation of
ownership as in Vermbnt and Massachusetts. Unity of interest is
complete as regards the securing and holding of outside markets;
divergence of interest arises, when there is separation of ownership,
only with respect to the prices charged by the local quarriers to the
local manufacturers.

Granite suitable for use in making the polished die of a monument
must be of a high grade with respect to evenness of texture and color
-free from "knots" and all other imperfections. The granites pro-

duced in the two large districts-Barre, Vt., and Quincy, Mass.-are
light gray and dark gray in color. Gray granite of the dark variety
is apparently considered more desirable as a material for polished mon-
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VIinent s and is w, res.t4,.4a~d Wit the consumers of polished mon"-
uments; the light gray 2stne is gnerlly ed n thQ makufa4 of
memorials with other types of finish. In both Barre and Quincy the
number of deposits of granite which may be worked for monumen-
tal granite are few, and those from which the dark-varnety are obtained
are fewer still. All the' deposits of granite (light a~d dark stone) at
Barre suitable for the quarrying of monumental granite are owned by
eight concerns, corporations or estates, one of which produces light
stock only. Some of the deposits of monumental granite owned by
the eight quarry-owning concerns at Barre are not operated or are
operated only intermttently;

In 1924 there were in Quincy, MAss. five quarry-owning and
operating concerns, which owned, all the deopesits of granite suitable
to e worked to produce monumental granite, and one of thee
concerns produced the larger part of the darkvap.iety. The prices
of all the quarry owners in the Barre district are practically the same
for the dark and light, varieties and the! spread in the scale of prices
is uniform for Barre and Quincy. - In these two districts there is a
situation or condition of. natural advantage dependent upon location,
:quality, and supply of certain resources of nature.

UNITED STATES IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

Imports.--Although imports of unm~niufactured monumental
granite have increased in recent years, they are now and alwayshave, be n a small proportion of. the total, domestic ,consumption.
However small their relative amount, the imports are nevertheless
of considerable importance for those centers of the domestic industry
where competition is chiefly felt. ,

Table 16 shows imports from 1918 to 1926. and the bases for a
comparison each year with the domestic production.: If the total of
imports be compared with domestic production of unmanufactured
monumental granite, the comparison will not be upon a common
basis by reason of the inclusion in the imports of an indeterminable
quantity of unmanufactured granite used for, other than monumental
purposes. This is indicated: by the. wide discrepancy between the
unit-values of the domestic production .and the unit values of im-
ported granite taken as a whole. I I ....

In order to obtain an approximately correct common basis of
comparison 1 there are shown in Table 16 for each year the imports
from Sweden, Finland, and Norway grouped together and the imports
from Canada and "all other countries," grouped. The segregated
imports from Sweden, Finland,; and 'Norway incude practically all
the foreign unmanufactured monumental granite used in the manu-
facture of dies in the United States.'' The imports from Canada
may include some building granite, but it is known that a consid-
erable quantity of monumental granite of comparatively'low value
used for the bases of monuments is imported from that country.
The miscellaneous imports of unmanufactured granite from other
sources of supply seem to be of the same general kind as the Canadian
imports. If year by year the unit values of the imports from
Canada and from all other countries be compared, they will be found
to be about the same.

' It should be noted, however, that the statistics for domestic monumental granite sold or used by thequaro
riers, given in the comparison, include rough granite used in the manufacture of bases for monuments. The
quantity and value or such base stock are Dot known.
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.TNABL 18.,-Umanufatured monumental granite: Dometic production and im-
ports for consumption 'of unmantfactured monumental granite compared by
quantity and value, for the years 1918-4916

Domestic production £ Imports for consumption to,,/,!.... . ... ,/_ . / ++,Ratio of im -

ValuS Value auction by-
Y e a r _ _ _ __. . . . . . ... . ._

Quantity Per Country of origin O Per

Total cubic Total cubic ua Value
foot foot tity

Cut Per Per
Cubtclee f cent cent

198 8,8 58481$4,298,79 $1.28 Alc ountries .................... $14,554 $0.52 .84 .84
1919 8,858,422 6,914,418 1.8..................... 23,240 17,798 .77 .84 .28
1920 3,379,330 8,144,186 2.41 ....-do ........... ............... 43,805 42,182 .98 1.30 .52
1921 1,9720 4,637,426 1.37 ... do........................... 32,525 27,258 .84 1.88 .50
192 2,085,740 4,338,339 2.0. do ........................... 63,410 97,977 1.65 3.04 2.28

1923 3,947,600 8,417,388 2.13 Sweden, Finland, andNorway.;. 47,744 104,908 2.19 1.20 1.25
All other, including Cen... 7 9,040 72,127 .91 .............

Total ...................... 12, 784 177,033 1.40 3. 21 2.10

1924 8,520,530 8,167,8 32 Sweden, Finland,and Norway.. 8,432 18 8 1.92 2.46 03
All other, including Canada..... 60,298 49,819 .82 .............

Total ...................... 215,515 1.47 4.17 2.4
1925 3,195290 8,020,178 2.51 Sweden, Finland,and Norway.. 83,197 188378 200 2.80 2.07

All 9ther, including Canada..... 73,570 62,377 .84 .............

Total--------------7.. I 77 228,753 1.48 4.911 2.85
1926 2, 240,550 7,388,454 2.2 Sweden# Finland, and Norway. 87,875 _I71,0531 1.95 2.71 1 38

All other, IncludingCaaa ...C a 8,82 78,840 .81 .............

Total..................... 14457j 250,793 1.38i 5.89 3.40)

I Compiled fromstatistics published by the Geological Survey, showing the quantity and value of un-
manufactured monumental granite sold or used by the quarriers. '

3 Compiled from published and unpublished statistics obtained from the Department of Commerce.
Statistics may include some building granite.

Export&.-Exports of unmanufactured granite from the United
States are not separately reported b the Department of Commerce.
It is known, however, that exports of manufactured granite (monu-
mental and other descriptions) are negligible.

PRINCIPAL COMPETING COUNTRY
'Table 17 shows for recent specified years the value of the imports.

for consumption of uninanufactured granite by leading countries
of origin, together with the percentage of total imports by countries.An analysis of sttistJcs of imports of unmanufactured granite upon
the basis of quantity shows that' Canada in certain recent years,
including 1923 and 1926, made'larger shipments to the United States
than Sweden, but this is due to the inclusion in the shipments from
Canada of imports of low unit values which are not comparable to
the imports from the other principal foreign sources of supply or to
the bulk of the domestic production of unmanufactured monumental
granite. A comparison upon the basis of value, therefore, more
truly represents the competitive status of the principal countries
exporting unmanufactured monumental granite to the United States.

There is apparently no tariff problem with respect to unmanufac-
tured granite used for building purposes, or with respect to unmanu-
factured monumental granite of the general classification known as.
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base stock. With respect to unmanufactured monumental granite,
Sweden, is found to, be the principal competing country for the pur-
poses ot section 315.

TAsLz 17.-Unmanufactured 'monumental granite: Imports of unmanufactured
monuiental granite I by leading countries of origin, value and per cent of total in
recent specijd years

1922' 1923 1924 1925 1928

Imported from-

Sweden .............
Canada .........
Finland ..............
Norway ..............
An other oountries...

Per Per Per Per Per
Value cent Value cent Value cent Value cent Value cent

of total of total of total of total of total

S17,003 69.8 $100,722 . 9 $148,636 68.0 $147,226 64.4 $152,58 00.8
7,013 28. 8 48,828 24 47,206 22.0 47,228 20. 6 59,583 2.8
............ 3,330 L9 10,178 4.7 9,844 4.3 15,303 &.1

864 .5 8,884 4.1 9,306 4.0 4,032 1.6
300 1.4 28,499 16.1 2,613 1.2 15,149 6.7 19,257 7.7

Total...... 100 1 2"0 1 10o 215,816 100 28788 100 1793 100
I,tatlafce may Inolude some building granite.
' ept. 22 to Dec. 31, 1922.

SELLING PRICES
Domestic.

In 1924 selling prices of the dark gray unmanufactured monumental
granite for which quarrying costs were obtained from three quarry
companies in the Barre district of Vermont were $4.10 per cubic foot
for rough-dimension blocks and $4.20 per cubic foot for saw blocks
of the type used in the manufacture of dies for which cost data were
obtained in the commission's investigation. Light gray stock used
in the manufacture of certain types of dies for which cost data were
not obtained sold at an average price of approximately $3.50 per cubic
foot. The weighted average selling price of all unmanufactured
granite sold in 1924 for various monumental purposes by the three
companies, including other and cheaper kinds than those mentioned
above, was $3.25 per cubic foot.

In the Quincy, Mass., district, the selling prices of rough-dimen-
sion granite blocks used in the manufacture of dies ranged from $3.50
per cubic foot for light gray stock to $4 for dark gray and to $4.30
for extra dark gray stock. The prices of dark gray and extra dark
gray stock only were used in computing the cost of the manufactured
monumental granite in this district. The weighted average selling

rice of the unmanufactured granite sold for all monumental purposes
y the five companies in the district from which quarrying costs

were obtained was $2.77 per cubic foot.
Comparatively little unmanufactured-monumental granite is sold

in the St. Cloud district of Minnesota either to dealers or manufac-
turers, as practically all of the quarrip-s manufacture the stone ob-
tamed from their owr quarries. e t o

None of the quarriers in the Wisconsin and Pennsylvania districts
from whom cost data were obtained reported sales of unmanufactured
monumental granite, as the producers in these districts manufacture
their own stone. Selling prices of rough stock quarried in these dis-
tricts could not, therefore, be obtained. The unit sales value, however,
of the production of one Pennsylvania company was given.
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* Substantially all of the granite impoted into 'the, United States
from Sweden is used in the manufacture of dies or other similar type
of memorials. The investigation disclosed that in many instances tl4
large American importers contracted for their requirements forIL
number of years; and the contracts stipulated that fi, each year
subsequent to that in which the contract became effective the price
to be paid per cubic foot should be increased by a fixed amount above
that paid in the preceding year. In consequence, the current sellingprices of some varieties of imported Swedish granite are somewhat
higher than the prices paid for'such granite by the American importers
in 1924-the year for which quarrying costs were obtained by the
commission.

The unmanufactured monumental granite quarried in Sweden for
export to the United States is almost invariably sold f. o. b. Swedish
port. Information with respect to the amount of freight and charges
per cubicfoot fro' the quarries to the port of shipment was obtained,
from which it is possible to calculate the selling prices at quarry of the
several varieties of granite for which cost data are presented in this
report.

Table 18 summarizes the 1924 selling prices f. o. b. Gothenburg-
the principal port of shipment of unmanufactured granite'to 'the
United States--the prices at quarry, and the prices exclusive of duty,
at, New York City; of four black, one gray, and one red Swedish
granites, together with the simple and the: weighted average selling
prices of, several varieties combined.

TASLia 18.--Unmanuf actured monumental rnite Sweden-sellingpiepe
cubic foot f. o, b. Gothenburg, at quarry, and at New York City exclusivee of duty)'
of certain varieties of granite exported to the United States, and weighted averages
of several varieties combined, for the year 1904

Calcu-,
Freight latedSlig and Clu selling

Selling charge Catcu price

Variety f. o. b. from selling (exclu-Opthen- quarry price atsivt oto duty) aturl Gothen- quarry New

burg York
City,

Per cubic Per cubic Per cubic Per cubic
Black granite:

No.I ..................................................... r2° $0.375 $2. 125 3. 220
No. 2 ............................................... 2.500 .308 2.192 3.220
No. 3 ............ 2.500 .454 2.046 3. 220
No. 4 .....-------------------....... 3.020 .29 2724 3.740

Weighted average, 4 black granites ........................ 2.558 .369 2.189 3.278

Gray gragnte: No. 5 ....................................---- 1.590 .094 1.496 2.310
Red granite: No. 1 .................................... 1. 300 .094 1.208 2.020
Weighted average, 4 black, I gray, and I red granite ............ 1. 976 .219 1. 757 2. 89

ISelling prices per cubic foot f. o. b. Gothenburg, plu 72 cents per cubic foot ocean transportation and
charges from Gothenburg to New York City.

According to statistics published by the Department of Commerce
the declared inland value of the 1924 imports from Sweden of all
varieties of granite-amounting to 71,677 cubic feet, valued at
$146,636-was $2.05 per cubic foot. As Swedish rough granite
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United States.
The costs of quarring monumental granite have been ascertained for

three quarry. operating companies in Vermont (Barre), five companies
in Massachusetts (Qiuncy), five omphhkies in Minnesota (St. Cloud),
three companies in Wisconsin, and two companies in Pennsylvania.
As cost data were obtained from only two companies in the Pennsyl-
vania district, the costs for this district can not be disclosed, but are
presented in the confidential section 9f the report.

MetH4od of obtaining costs.--C6st schedules were prepared on which
were taken, directly from the company records, cost data for domestic'
companies, in the. areas selected. These records were analyzed to
determine the respective amounts chargeable to labor, salaries,
repairs and renewals, supplies, insurance, hauling, taxes, miscellane.
ous expenses, depreciation, and depletion. The total of these charges
for each company was then divided by its total production of salable
stone to obtain unit costs per cubic foot.

Summary of co8t.-Table 19 gives details of quarry costs and
imputed interest per cubic foot for the Vermont and Massachusetts
districts, together with the weighted average cost per cubic foot for
the three eastern districts-Vermont, Massachusetts, and Penn-
sylvania. Costs were obtained from two companies in Pennsylvania.
An analysis of the cost data obtained from one of them shows, how-
ever, that a considerable percentage of its total sales consisted of
paving stones and other products not used for monumental purposes.
The quarry cost for the monumental granite produced by this com-
pany was calculated on the basis of the relative sales values of the
respective products.

The respective ratios in the several domestic districts for insurance
and taxes, depreciation, depletion, and miscellaneous expenses vary
considerably, indicating a lack of unifornity among the quarriers in
their methods of distributing such charges. There was apparently no
uniform method of fixing the amount to be charged to depletion. The
amounts for depletion obtained from the books of the individual
companies and used in the cost calculations were found to be in agree-
ment with the amounts allowed the companies by the Government for
income tax purposes. In the relatively few quarries producing
by-products, such as paving stones, riprap, etc., the costs of production
of such products were not determined, but their total sales value was,
except for one company in Pennsylvania, treated, as a credit to
quarrying costs. The value of such products reported by one of the
two companies in Pennsylvania was considerably greater than the
value of similar products reported by any other one operator. As
indicated above, the quarry cost for the rough monumental granite
produced by this company was calculated upon the basis of the
ratio of the sales value of monumental granite to the sales value of
granite sold for other purposes. None of the quarriers in the Ver-
mont, Minnesota, and Wisconsin districts reported production or sales
of paving stones or other by-products.
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Imputed interest has calclated for the domeslic districts at 6
pr, ent Qo, the, dopreciatedvalue of Axed: assets. as, shown by tJe
comp mes books.

TADL 19 -UnManfaotured monumental granite: Weighted average cote of pro-
du1iOn f . b. quarr, and imtpukd iniert, by pricpal districeof produiwionin the unied Sttee, for the year 1 4

[Cost per oubio foot)

Vermont Mauaoblusetts Pennsylvanuia

Item

Amount Pem- Amount Pet-Amount ! P_ Amount PV
oentago entqa cents oentago

lAbor ........ ....... 94 4.0 $1.10 52.0 I , .9 47.8
Uuperl ntendwco......... ...... 21 9.9 .20 9.4 , 20 9.7
Power ....... . ... .15 7.1 .15 . , .14 0.8
RepaW and uppli.......... .18 8.5 .16 7 ' .16 8.7

lng.. .. ... ........ . 20 9.4 .06 2.0 .15 '7Tsoendnurn . ....... ... .O 4.6 .18 84 " .12 5.
.. ..... 0f 2.2 .11 .1 .06 2.9

Depletion.. ........ .15 7.3 .11 8.3 , .14 8.8
M ................. '12 6.0 ,0 1.9 , .10 4.8

Tohi ostatqtarry'...... 2.08 10.0 1 2.11 100.0 () Q) 2.07 10C.0Lin: Credit for-peving block, 6:.
riprap, etc ............................ 03........ () (I) .01 ........

N totalostatqury.... 108 ....... ... 0 ........
Imputed Interest I ................ 12 .1.....:. .1 .14 .....

Net total cost at quarry I
Including interat ......... 220.. ...... 2.25 ........ ) 2.0 ........

Confidential.
Imputed Interest Is calculated at 6 per cent on the depreciated value of fied sots.

Sweden.
S Scope and method of the co8tfinding in Sweden.--Cost data in Sweden

with respect to certain representative types of unmanufactured monu-
mental granite were taken from the books of three companies reported
to own or lease approximately 80 per cent of the total quarrying
operations of the country. The operations of those three companies
are carried on in the several districts where the different kinds of
Swedish monumental granite are produced. The records of each
company are kept separately for the various kinds of granite and were
made available for the use of the agents of the commission in obtain-
ing costs for four black, one gray, and one red variety of monumental
stone. Quarries with deposits of black granite produce monumental
granite only, whereas the quarries with deposits of red and gray
granite produce, besides monumental granite, paving blocks, and
irregularly shaped blocks used for various other purposes. The com-
panies operating the quarries that produce granite other than monu-
mental granite had their expenditures segregated and were able to
furnish figures pertaining specifically to monumental granite. Al
the companies showed on their books, in addition to the total cost for
each kind of granite produced, the total quantity of each kind.

Detail8 and summary of co8t.--Quarry costs were furnished by the
three Swedish companies whose operating costs were ascertained,
itemized under the following heads: Labor, superintendence, power
and coal, repairs, supplies, hauling, accident insurance, taxes other
than income taxes, depreciation, royalty or depletion, and miscel-
laneous-these being substantially the same items for which detailed
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.quarry costs were obtained in the United Statm. In addition the
-agents of the commission were fumnhed the data for calculating
imputed interest.

Each of the three companies whose costs were obtained operates
both owned and leased quarries, and none of them carry a depletion
charge as such on their books. On leased quarries royalties are paid,
usually to the Government, 'ranging frni 10 Swedish crowns per cubic
meter to 37.50 crowns (7.5 cents to 28 cents per cubic foot).' The
difference depends largely upon tho time the leases have been run-
ning; new leases could not be made at the lower figure, it is said, but
at something between 20 and 25 crowns per cubic meter (15 cents to
19 cents per cubic foot).' The royalties used as the basis for calculat-
ing the depletion charge for leased quarries were, in the absence of
other information, used as the depletion charge for owned quarries.
They were 10 crowns per cubic meter for two of the three companies
(covering four varieties of granite), 12 crowns (covering one variety),
and 22 crowns (covering one variety) for the third company. These
calculated depletion chages were vouched for as reasonably accurate
and acceptable to them by each of the Swedjsh quarrying concerns
costed. Expressed in United States currency they are 7.5 cents, 9
cents, and 16.5 cents per cubic foot, respectively, or a weighted
average of 9.4 cents per cubic foot.. This weighted average compared
with the weighted average of depletion charges for three doigestiq
districts-Vermont, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania-is lower by
35.2 per cent. . - I !

With respect to imputed interest care was exercised in segregating
the assets of the two Swedish quarry-operating companies which carry
on other activities besides quarrying, notably granite manufacturing
and transportation enterprises. The imputed interest for Sweden in
all instances was calculated at 6 per cent of the depreciated fixed
assets pertaining to the quarries only.
TABLU 20.-Unmanufactured monumental granite: Weighted average costs of

production f. o. b. quarry, and imputed interest, for four black granitee, and for
four bkock, one red, and one gray granite. combined, for the year 1924

[Cost per cubl foot)

4 banltes I gray granite

Item . .... . . .. . . . . .
Amount Percent-Amount Percent.

t A m age

Labor ............................................... $0.89 47.7 $D0 72 K 9
Superintendence .................................... .09 4. 7 .08 .3
Power and coal ............................................... .. .08 2.5 .04 2.8
Repairs and supplies ........................................... .23 112 .12 & 6
Hauwing......................07 3.9 .06 39Taxes Zad I i' urne.... ......................... 03 1.4 .02 .I
Depreciation ................................................ .04 2.0 .04 & 0
Royalty and depletion ........................................ 10 5.6 .09 6.8
M elaneous............................................. 38 20.1 .25 17.8

Total cost at quarry ..................................... 1.88 100.0 1.42 10. 0
Imputed interest a ....................................... .05............04 .......

Total cost at quarry, Including imputed interest .......... 1.93.1.48.........
Selling expense' ..........................................................

Imputed interest is calculated at 6 per cent on the depreciated value of fixed aets.
,sThe quarriers state that no selling expense Is incurred in is of unmanufactured granite to the United
States.

'S8wedish kroner converted Into United States currency at the rate of 26.5 cents per krone.

M3
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Table. 20 shows details of: th weighted average quarry costs, an4
imputed interest; for fotr blhoa~ tes aadfor four black, one red,
and one gray granite combined. The costs for the four black granite.
b companies uad thecosts for the red: and gry granites can not b

n bcuse. of the possibility 6f idisclosingjco lnatia formations.

l1 foreigit p d d.-Itnlort t.nmanufactured: monumentalrianite ii bbiight bioad b Idonestic m- iufacturere of dies, who
themselves in ufature thr gtrater, pat of the rough stock they

import and disposeof the rtmiinder as wholesalers. .
The domestic roduct--Monumental granite quarried in the United

States for sale in the rbugh fortii i largely disposed of through sales
to manufacturers in the respbetiW districts in which the stone is quarA
tied. There are few jobbers or dealers in domestic unmanufactured
granite in the United States who ate not themselves manufacturers
a well as dealers. The advertising' and other sales -tWfrts of the
quarrids kre made vey largely in behalf of their district, rather than
to promote. their *i diret ales of tough stock.

By far the greater paft of the monumental granite produced in each
of the grate qu y dftrios of theUnited States is used in the di.
tricts where it is quarried, and thin a few miles of the quarry. That
portion of the output of the quareb *hich is not locally consumed finds
such a scattered market that it is not practicable to trace it. Practi-
cally none of the monumental granite quarried in the Minnesota and
Wisconsin districts is told in the unmanufactured form in the eastern
markets of the United States, atid comparatively little of such granite te
is shipped to manufacturers outside the respective districts. Practi-
cally 0 the Minnesota and Wisconsin quarriers manufacture the stone
procured from their own quarries, ali4 consequently make no serious
attempt to establish markets for their rough stone at points distant
from the quarries. The relatively, high transportation costs on
unmanufactured granite from the Minnesota and Wisconsin districts
to the eastern market--amounting to $1.73 and $1.54 per cubic
foot, respectively, on stones shipped from St. Cloud, Minn., and from
Wausau or Montello, Wis., to New York City, or approximately
82.5 per cent and 63.95 per cent of the respective average quarrying
costs for these districts-'-practically preclude the movement in
large quantities of such granite to the large granite manufacturing
centers on or adjacent to the eastern seaboard of the United States.

It is estimated that about 20 per cent of the rough monumental
granite produced in Barre, Vt., and Quincy, Mass., is shipped out of
these districts and that about 37 per cent of the Pennsylvania rough
monumental granite leaves the district.

Countries of orign and ports of importation.-Unmanufactured mon-
umental granite of the four black, one red and one gray for which
cost data have been obtained is imported into the United States
almost entirely at New York and Boston. Some imports are received
at other ports of entry on the Atlantic seaboard such as Philadelphia
and Baltimore, but the quantities are so small as to be practically
negligible. By far the greater part of such imports come from Swe-
den and Finland. Table 21 shows for specified years imports of
unmanufactured granite from Sweden and Finland at New York City
and Boston, Mass.

84
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ON JASI, OF QUANTITY!

To% M9*rt
n-M setm-.

S . and eden g d

Amount AAmout Mo1 cen Amount Cet of Amount cent of

moun oen of7mont8

f, , A ' ,t ,I I l 11',1.f ",ft0114.1 :: toudl

1 -0 at 48?I:.t .. 9.
. -'ag er. .7 ,j .' , , .. ,

,...... ""0%', 8,7'. ,4 .t 7 4710 8.2 10,75 01.5

ON BASIS OF VALUE

2.... 4 ......... 1 OX $10,178 1346, 92..0-........... ,492 5.8 $9,5M 9.7
1 9 ,......... 147,025 9,844; 131,2,8 8.2. . .. ,.,,. 10,610 7.1 8,301
9 2 ........... 152.50 16 ,363 139,818 91.5 ; .10,142 .8 11,9

3-year aver-
ag . 14087",8 13,FS g9.9 889 6.7, 9,71568.6 9,81 31

Source. Puen of Forsig .., V#4 o C

Imports at New York.-The imports of unmanufactured monu-
mental granite from Sweden entered at New York City. are used
chiefly or the manufacture of dies within the metropolitan area
of that city. Practically none of it finds a market outside of New
York City and suburbs.

At the public hearing manufacturing importers in New York City
testified that the bulk of the unmanufactured monumental granite
imported at that port, consisting of several varieties of Swedish
monumental granite, was manufactured, or prtry manufactured by
them to supply the local trade. It is known, however, that com-
paratively small quantities of Swedish red and gray granite are
imported at New York and manufactured at that point..

Imports at Boston.-As shown in Table 21 about two-thirds of the
imports of rough granite into the Mascj ta customs district
comes from Fin.an a d not from Sweden, t principal qompetLug
country. The imports' fromi Sweden imtQ tht .customs. district,
consiting of about onetbird of the to! pf ww4 futf ed granite,
go almost entirely to near-by,.Quicy ,fpr ma 'actur into dies.

TRANSPORTATION

Costs of transportation of imported unmanufactured granite from
Sweden to the principal points of entering the territory of the United
States.-Table 22 shows the costs of transportation of unmanu-
factured granite from the quarries in Sweden, the principal competing
country, to any port of importation on the American Atlantic sea-
board. These costs are shown under three heads-(1) inland freight
and lading charges incurred in Sweden, (2) ocean freight, and (3)
marine insurance and consular fees.
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The details of the trMsportation costs incurred in Swedin were
obtained from the, quarry-operating companies, and. the figures
shown in the table are the weighted averages of these costs on board
ship at Gothenburg, the principal port of shipment to the United
States. The quarry districts producing the different varieties of
granite are in different parts of Sweden, and the charges to Gothen-
burg vary not only with the mileage but also with the method of
transportation. The freight charges in Sweden are highest for the
black granite, which are quarried in the southern part of the country
and at some distance from the coast. The other granites are quarried
in districts on or near the seaboard where water transportation to
Gothenburg is available.

The ocean freight charge from Gothenburg to any Atlantic port of
the United States is the same. The figures- given in the table, ex-
pressed in dollars per cubic foot, are based upon a rate of $5 per long
ton and 7 cubic feet to the ton. Marine insurance, $0.0056 per
cubic foot, was calculated from values at the rate of one-quarter of
1 per cent of an average sales price of $2.25 per cubic foot. The
cost 'per cubic foot for consular fee, amounting to $0.0015, was
obtained by dividing the charge per consular invoice ($2.50) by the
average number of cubic feet of stone per invoice for shipments
entered at the port of New York.

TA3La 22.-Unma-uIadured moumetal granite: Weigkhed a"erage ot
transporation and charge. for Stvdi unman~fatured granite from the quarries
in Stwedn to ports of importation on the Atladiic seMard of the United 8latee for
1954

(Per cubic foot)

Weishted aSYM

itZ~ Black I black

combined

Inlad a*lbt hm, muarIu to Gotebumr and lading ebuat at Ootbenbur.... SWo
Oea &to A A pt .................................. .714 .714

Made~wuraoegnucoaalr L.......................... - W .W7
otal ............................ ........................ LOO .90

Cost of transportation of domestic unmanufadured monumental
granite.-Table 23 gives the published freight rates per hundred pounds,
carload shipments, and. such rates converted into a transportation
cost per cub;-3 foot for domestic rough granite from Barre, Vt., Quincy,
Mass., Co-persburg and St. Peters, Pa. to New York Cit and in
addition rates are shown for St. Cloud, Minn., Wausau and Montello,
Wis.

I!&Do

or'
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t , .............. . .
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st.s zu. .................................................................... . 6
St. 01o0d ..... ..... ... .310 L 7
wmun , wis ....................................................................... .480 1.01x a " wig ............................... 6............................. . .. .AI L.

'akOmWa go Ibebo 7 uble b6e P long ton.

MARKETS FOR IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC UNMANUFACTURED MONUo
MENTAL GRANITE

There is no single market in the United States where large
quantities of domestic and imported unmanufactured monumental

to meet in competition. New York City is the principal manu-
faturing center of imported rough' granite, and it is also the most
important market for unmanufactured granite from Sweden, the rin-
cipal competing country. The investigation has not disclosed, how-
ever, that important quantities of domestic rough granite are sold in
New York City except from the Pennsylvania district. As previously
indicated, unmanufactured red g.anito from Minnesota and Wisconsin
does not reach the eastern mark Mse. Information is not available as
to what extent, if any, ,,,"." a .nite from Vermont and Massachu-
setts is sold in the New York area. Vermont and Massachusetts
granite in the form ci finished monumental dies is sold in considerable
quantities in the New York area. It is understood that a large part
of the Pennsyvania black granite sold outside of the district, about
37 per cent, or approximately' 10 000 cubic feet, is sold in the metro-
politan area of New York. Ruch of this Pennsylvania granite
however, according to the testimony at-the hearing, is a semifinished
product in the form of relatively thin slabs, having one face polished.
The Swedish black granite imported principally at. New York is in
the form of rough blocks. New York City, therefore, is the principal
market for imported and domestic black granite in the rough and
partly finished form-i. e., polished on one side. Other granites, red
and gray, are imported from the principal competing country,
Sweden, into the New York area, but the amount of such imports
is small.

The second important competing market for domestic and im-
ported rough grate is at Quincy. Imports from Sweden and Finland
into the Massachusetts customs district for the three years, 1924 to
1926, inclusive, average about 16,500 cubic feet, as compared with
about 60,000 cubic feet that entered at the port of New York. Of
these imports through Boston, however, about 11,000 cubic feet

87.
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are chiefly of red granite, and they co pe4 t Qlinyy with the g y
granite of that disbct, .

OOMPARISON OF WEIGHTED AVERAGE COSTS OF DOMESTIC AND IM-
PORTED UNFINISHED MONUJIENTAL GRANITE

Method of weighting costs.
SW8 Oe.,-The average cost of producing rough granite in Sweden is

wei t4 upon the basis of the production in 1924 of each quarry f T,
which cost data were obtained. Costs are for black, red, and gay

* ~ntes.. The trnsportation costs from the Swedish quarries to Gothenburg,,
te: porteof shipment, are weighted upon the same bases as production
costs. Transportation and othercharges from Gothenburg to the
Atlantic seaboard are unweighted, because they are the same per cubic
foot for all types of granite to the important seaboard cities.

Uhtited, 8tu...The' avers 6 t f61' doefietix rough granite is
weighted upon the basis of the production of the companies from
which cost da wore obtwqedin the V9;mont sepbusetts,, apd
epnITylvaniholrnc .. hse cO6p d9 npt inc id. tw ,Jita for n to,

iiwonsminrpi d "~rct
Trnwsportion co .I enit 4 Se s.are weighted upozu tl e

bai of, Lh etinat4 s)pponts out, of, te ditt'twkncos, mn.
c uipt, rag rt4on,; arealCula ted to NewI Y City from the,
Ve.roQnt,, Mdhuset, 4'd eNpnylvaiw districts. /

Costs, Inoluding transportation, at N*W York'and 'Boston.
Costs including transportation, of 4,omestie and imported unmaiu-

factrd lpini4mliti gr nite way be presbnted upon the following

.- he weigted average cost of production, including trans orta-
tion to New York City, of gray gratiite from Verm0oidt-andlMassa-'
chusetts and blaCk goaiIefrom' PelnsylVania,' compared wili"'th&,
cost of ,prOddUcon, including transportation to NewYork City, of'
blackY 1 y, and red granite n fom Sweden.

2. The weightedaverage cQst of production, including ransportationto New York pity, of bI granite fromu Peni lvanicOrnpared with
the' cost, bf pro4ucti6n, inc udig transportation' to eYork( City,
fblacksrtanite from Sweden-.,
'Th6 cost by the second method can not'be made public, ag to do so

would reveal the eosts 6f production of individual companies.
Table 24 shows' the costs bf production in go far as they can be'

shown of domestic and foieighunmanufactured rniohtuneitai ranite
Upon the above bases., ; I , •
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ToUSL 24,-Unmanufacured monummt granite: Comparison upon two baa.

of the weighted average costa of produdion, induding imputed interest, of domestic
and Swedish monumental granite, f. o. b. quarries, and at Now York City, and
the differences in such costa at these points, for the year 1904

(1) COSTS FOR VERMONT, MASSACHUSETTS AND PENNSYLVANIA DJSTRICT8
COMBINED, COMPARED WITH COSTS, FUR 4 BLACK, I RED, AND I GRAY
SWEDISH GRANITES COMBINED [Per cubic foot

Differ.
encesIn

costa(duty per

Item Domesti Sweden cubicfoot

to1 edliffUsr-
noW in
cosa)

Ost f. o. b. quarry .................................................. $00 $1.42 $004
Imputed Intrut .................................................... .14 .01 .10

Cost f. o. b. quarry, Including imputed interest .................... 2. 20 1.46 .74
Transportaton and other charges from quarries to New York City....... .82 .94 ..........

Total cos, including transportation and other obargm to New York
City ............................................................ 302 2.40 .62

(2) COOTS OF PENNSYLVANIA BLACK GRANITE (IN 80 FAR AS THEY CAN BE
SHOWN) COMPARED WITH COST OF SWEDISH BLACK GRANITE

Differ-
anonIn.
(duty per

Item Pennsyl- Swedencubic oot
ranis necessary

to equal-
icedifler-
ences in

Cost f. o. b. quarry ....................................................... (1) $1.88 ()
Imputed interest ................................................................... 05 .

Cost f. o. b. quarry, Including Imputed Interest .................... () 1.93 ()Transportation and other charges from quarries to New York City ...... - .65 1.00.......

Total cost, Including transportation and other charges to New York
City ............................................................. () 3.02 ()

I Cost for the Pennsylvania district is shown in the confidential section of the report. Cost for this
district ,an not be shown because of the possibility of disclosing confidential information.

SThe cost for the Swedish granite f. o. b. quarry, and at New York City, exceeds the cost of the domestlo
at corresponding points.

Reasons for and against bases (1) and (2).
1. The weighted average cost of production, including transporta-

tion to New York City, of gray granite from Vermont and Mas-
sachusetts and black granite from Pennsylvania, compared with the
cost of production, including transportation to New York City, of
black, gray, and red granites from Sweden.

A reason for comparing the costs of domestic and imported un-
manufactured monumental granite, with transportation to Now York
City included, is that that city is the principal market for imported
rough granite from the principal competing country, Sweden. The
average annual imports of rough Swedish granite at New York for
the three years 1924, 1925, and 1926 were over 60,000 cubic feet, as

56773-29--5
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compared with an annual average for the same period for thecountrY
as a whole of less than 70,000 cubic feet. The bulk of Pennsylvania
unmanufactured black granite which is sold out of the district is
shipped to New York, Vermont and Massachusetts unmanufacture4
granite 'moves only in small quantities to New York City; most of
the Vermont and Massachusetts granite sold in New York is shipped
in the form of finished dies.

A reason against the use of New York as the principal market for
comparing domestic and imported costs of rough granite is the fact
that the investigation has not disclosed that Barre or Quincy rough
granite is shipped to New York in appreciable quantities. The exact
amount of shipments, if any, is not known. Any shipments of New
England gray rough granite which may reach the New York market
may not compete directly with much of the Swedish imports into
that market, because the bulk'of such imports is black granite, used
largely for the manufacture of slabs for the Jewish trade. !

2. Costs, including transportation at New York, of Pennsylvania
and Swedish blackgranites.

One reason for comparing the costs of Pennsylvania and Swedish
black granites, including transportation at New York City (shown in
the confidential section of the report), is the fact that these granites
are more directly competitive than any other im orts from the
principal competing country, Sweden. Both are sId in the New
York market in important quantities and are used largely for the
same purpose--namely, in the manufacture of polished Sabs for the
Jewish trade. , Much of the Pennsylvania granite, however, is shipped
to New York in a partly finished form-i. e., polished on one side
rather than in the form of rough blocks. In the cost comparison the
rough block costs are used because the partly finished slabs are noti orted.

reason against a cost comparison of imports of black granite
alone is the fact that this type represents only a small portion of the
domestic production of monumental granite in the eastern competitive
area. Production in Pennsylvania in 1925 was about 26,500 cubic
feet, as compared with about 334 000 cubic feet in Quincy, Mass., and
over 1,125,000 cubic feet in the Barre, Vt., district. On the basis of
shipments out of the district, Pennsylvania shipped less than 10,000
cubic feet, as compared with about 67,000 cubic feet for Quincy and
225,000 cubic feet for Barre. Inasmuch as there are other types of
granite imported-namely, gray and red-a cost comparison based
upon a small amount of production of domestic black granite may not
be representative of competitive conditions affecting all rough granite
along the Atlantic seaboard.Respectfully submitted.

THOMAS 0. MARVIN, Chairman,
ALFRED P. DENNis, Vice 'airman,
EDGAR B. BROSSARD,
SHERMAN J. LOWELL,
LINCOLN DIxoN,
FRANK CLARK,

Commissioners.

an
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VIEWS O CHAIRMAN MARVIN AND COMMISSIONERS BROSSARD
AND LOWELL,:

New York is the principal market for unfinished monumental
ganite, most of the imports from Sweden, the principal competing
country, being entered there. At New York the imports, mostly
unfinished black granite, come into direct competition with the Penn.
sylvania black granite and to a limited extent with the Massachu'
stts and Vermont; gray granite.; Cost comparisons of Pennsyl-
vania black granitel and Swedish black granite, including trans-
portation t6 Nei York, have been included in Table 24, page 59.

In the opinion 6! Commissioners Marvin, Bromssard, and Lowell
the costs of production of black granite are not representative of
the costs of production of granite in the United States and in the prin
cipal competing, country, and the difference in the 0osts of pro-
.dtction of black granite--only one of the varieties of granite included
in the investigation--s)iould ndt be taken as the basis of calculating
the difference in the costs of production of granite in the United
States and in Sweden for the purposes of section 315.

The production of black granite in the United States represents
only a small portion of the production of monumental granite in
the eastern competitive area. Imports from Sweden are largely
black granite, but some red and gray granites are also imported from
Sweden. In addition, a considerable quantity of red unfinished
monumental granite is imported at the port of Boston, largely from
Finland, and competes with gray granite in the Quincy district.
A comparison based upon black granite alone would probably
represent the larger part of the imports from the principal com-
peting country but would not be fairly representative of competi-
tive conditions affecting rough granite in the markets of the United
States, and would take into account only a small part of the domestic
production of unfinished monumental granite.

In Sweden costs of production of black granite are greater than
costs of production of either red or gray granite. In the United
States costs of production of black granite are less than costs of
production of either the red or gray granite. To base a comparison
upon the black granite would therefore be to take the high-cost
product in Sweden and the low-cost product in the United States
leaving entirely out of account the low-cost product in Sweden and
the high-cost product in the United States. A comparison based
upon the black granite alone would indicate a maximum reduction
in the present rate of duty, or a reduction from 15 cents per cubic
foot to 7% cents per cubic foot. Such a rate of duty would give foreign
granite on the average an advantage at New York of 43% cents per
cubic foot over Massachusetts granite and of 61% cents per cubic
foot over Vermont granite ' and an advantage at Boston of 7% cents
per cubic foot over gassachusetts granite and of 28% cents per cubic
foot over Vermont granite. A reduction in the rate of duty, based
upon the black granite alone, would give the imported red and gray
unfinished granite a greater advantage than it nows enjoys in the
markets of the United States.

Based upon the foregoing, Commissioners Marvin, Brossard,
and Lowell are of opinion that the costs of production of black granite
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are not representative of the costs of production of granite in the-
United States or in Sweden; that to adjust the rate of duty on un-
finished granite upon the basis of the difference in costs of pro-
duction of black granite alone would leave out of the cost com-
parison the larger part of the domestic granite industry; that such
comparison is based upon the high-cost product in the foreign country
and the low-cost product in the United States and ignores the low-
cost product in the foreign country and the high-cost product in the
United States.

Commissioners Marvin, Brossard, and Lowell are of opinion that
the proper basis of comparison is to compare the weighted average
cost of production of gray and black unfinished granites in Vermont,
Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania, including transportation to New
York, with the wei hted average cost of production of red, gray, and
black granites produced in Sweden, including transportation to New,
York. The ascertained difference in such costs of production ndi-
cates a maximum increase in the present rate of duty, or an increase
from 15 cents per cubic foot to 229 cents per cubic foot.

SUMMARY

Findings of fact to the following effect are, in the judglthent of the
undersigned members of the United States Tariff Commission,
warranted by the evidence collected in the investigation of unmanu-
factured monumental granite and summarized in the foregoing
report.

COSTS OF PRODUCTION OF UNMANUFACTURED MONUMENTAL GRANITE

(1) Sweden is the principal competing country.
(2) The present duty on unmanufactured monumental granite of

15 cents per cubic foot does not equalize the difference in costs of
production of unmanufactured monumental granite in the United
States and in the principal competing country.(3) (10818, .o. b. g rries.-The average cost of production of
unmanufactured monumental granite f. o. b. quarries, including
interest, is, for the United States, $2.20 per cubic foot, and for Sweden
$1.46 per cubic foot. The average cost of production in the United
States exceeds the average cost of production in Sweden by $0.74
per cubic foot. The rate of duty necessary to equalize said differ-
ence in costs of production f. o. b. quarries of unmanufactured
monumental granite, the product of the United States, and of a like
or similar article, the product of the principal competing country,
within the limits of section 315 of the tariff act of 1922 is 22.5 cents
per cubic foot.

(4) In the opinion of the Attorney General, under date of February
2, 1926, it was held that in ascertaining the differences in costs of
production under section 315 the President should, "by virtue of
clause (4) subdivision (c), take into consideration, in so far as he
finds it practicable from an analysis of the facts in each case, costs
of transportation, whenever it is shown that such costs or differences
therein, as between foreign and domestic articles, constitute an advan-
tage or disadvantage in competition between the foreign and American
producers."

Ane%
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Cost comparisons shown in this report on two bases, include trans-
portation to New York in both comparisons.

(5) Comparison of domestic costs of production of unmanufactured
monumental granite produced in Vermont, Masach uetts, and Penn-
sylvania, with the costs of production of like or similar granite produced
in Sweden, including transportation on both the foreign and domestic
granite to New York.-.On this basis the average cost of production,
of unmanufactured monumental granite, including transportation
to New York, is, for the United States, $3.02 per cubic foot, and for
Sweden, $2.40 per cubic foot. The average cost for the United
States exceeds the average cost for Sweden by $0.62 per cubic foot.
The rate of duty necessary to equalize said difference in costs of pro-
duction, including transportation to New York, of unmanufactured
monumental granite, the product of the United States, and of a like
or similar article, the product of the principal competing country,
within the limits'of section 315 of the tariff act of 1922, is 22.5 cents
per cubic foot.

(6) Commissioners Marvin, Brossard, and Lowell are of the opinion
that the cost comparison in this investigation should be based upon
domestic costs of production of unmanufactured monumental granite
produced in Vermont, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania and the
costs of production of like or similar granite produced in Sweden,including transportation on both the foreign and domestic granite
to New York, as shown in paragraph 5 above. On this basis the
average cost of production for the United States exceeds the aver-
age cost of production for Sweden by $0.62 per cubic foot. The rate
of duty necessary to equalize said difference in costs of production,
on this basis of comparison, of unmanufactured monumental granite,
the product of the United States, and of a like or similar article, the
product of the principal competing country, within the limits of section
315 of the tariff act of 1922, is $0.225 per cubic foot.

Respectfully submitted.
THOMAS 0. MARVIN, Chairman.
EDGAR B. BROSSARD,
SHERMAN J. LOWELL,

Commissioners.

I
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONERS DENNIS, DIXON, AND CLARK

With respect to rough granite, all the experts of the commission an4
all commissioners agree that Sweden is the principal competing
country.

Imports of Swedish granite through the port of New York in 1924
were 86.8 per cent of total imports from Sweden. New York is the
principal competing market. The trade in Swedish granite is
highly specialized, based on a variety of stone known as black granite;
This type of granite is used principally by Jewish populations foe
memorial purposes. Fully 80 per cant of the rough granite imported
is of the black type. Small amounts of red granite are imported
front Finland andgweden through the port of Boston for use in the
granite manufacturing district of Quincy, Mass. Occasional ship-
metts of gray granite are made from Norway. It is clear, however,
that the preponderance of the import trd originates in Sweden
and is concentrated in the particular variety of stone known as black
granite.

SIMILAR TYPES OF GRANITE

The nearest like or similar article to the Swedish black granite is
a type of stone produced largely by quarries in southeastern Penn-
sylvania. The principal market for the Pennsylvania black granite,
whether crude or partially polished, is in New York City. New
York City is unquestionably the chief marketing point for the im-
ported Swedish granite. It is clear, therefore, that transportation
costs should be equalized at this point.

We are confronted in the matter of transportation costa by a simple
problem in arithmetic. We need only to compare the freight charges
on the black granite which moves from Sweden to New York with
freight charges on the black granite which moves from Pennsylvania
to New York. The delivered costs of the competing commodities
at New York, including interest, are, for the Swedish product, $3.02
per cubic foot, and for the Pennsylvania product considerably less.

OTHER TYPES OF GRANITE

How about types of granite other than black? Our most important
domestic monumental granite quarries are concentrated in New
England (BarreVt., and Quincy, Mass.). If we were to average up
the costs of the important domestic granites (New England grays and
Minnesota reds) with the Pennsylvania blacks, we must of necessity
take the costs of the rough stone at the quarries and compare those costs
with *edish granite delivered at New York, unless it can be shown
that the New England and Minnesota granites actually compete with
the Swedish granite in the New York market. Those who are disposed
to cavil may urge that Pennsylvania black granite is not representa-
tive of national production, since the concentration of the industry
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io largely on gray granites produced in New England. True enough.
But the subject matter of this report has to do with international
competition, and while the Pennsylvania black granite does not
hold a commanding position in the scale of national production it
does hold a predominant position in the equation of international
competition. Foreign competition is not in the gray or red granites.
The competition is in the Swedish black granite. All commissioners
are in substantial agreement that Sweden is the principal competing
country. Black granite indisputably holds a preponderant position
in our import trade. Nor is there dispute as to what it costs to deliver
in the New York market black Swedish granite and the Pennsylvania
black granite with which it competes.

POINTS AT ISSUE AS BETWEEN COMMISSIONERS

The views of commissioners sharply diverge when it comes to the
problem of transportation as applied to h movement of rough
granite. It is suggested by certain commissioners that domestic
transportation costs should be weighted by the theoretical expense
of freighting the huge gray granite output of the New England
quarries to New York. There is nothing in the data gathered by
the commissions experts to warrant the assumption that any con-
siderable tonnage of New England rough granite actually finds its
way to New York. Indeed, it is known to a certainty that only
20 per cent of the product of the New England quarries moves
beyond the narrow circumscribed districts adjacent to the quarries.
With respect to the rough granite and the quarry from which it is
taken, the economic influence is centripetal rather than centrifugal.
The ratio of weight to value in the case of rough granite is un-
usually high, with transportation charges correspondingly heavy.
This being so, natural economic law dictates that the manufactur-
ing plant should seek the quarry rather than the product of the
quarry the manufacturing plant. The practical men who operate
these New England quarries have succeeded in their business by
working along lines of least economic resistance. The average
wage for stone cutters in Barre, Vt., is $8 against $11 in New
York. Freight charges to New York from Barre, Vt., on rough
granite are 86 cents per cubic foot; from Quincy, Mass., 66 cents
per cubic foot. The loss of granite in the manufacture of tomb-
stones runs from 10 to 15 per cent. The difference between $8
and $11 and the excess in freight of from 10 to 15 per cent represent
the disadvantages of shipping New Engaind rough granite from
the quarries to New York for manufacture into monumental dies.

We have an analogy presented by the lumber trade. The practi-
cal lumber man is careful to establish his mill in proximity to his
forest. It is the finished lumber rather than the saw log which
moves to the city market. It would be a stupid piece of business
to ship the saw log rather than the finished lumber to centers of
lumber distribution.

If by imperious economic law rough New England granite tends
to cling to the quarry, what is the sense of taking by a stroke of the
pen the entire output to New York City and loading onto its cost of
production a fictitious transportation expense which is paid on a
commodity which does not. actually move and would not so move
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if every cubic foot of foreign granite were forever excluded from the
territorial limits of the United States? The whole object of this
investigation is to equalize costs. The objective to be sought under
the dogma of theoretical transportation is not equalization of costs
but the exclusion of the foreign article.

Some of the undersigned commissioners as in a preceding 315
report submitted to the President, express the opinion that the same
influences on the commission which favored the exclusion of trans-
portation costs under subsection (c) of section 315 of the tariff act
of 1922 are now bent by the use of legal fictions upon nullifying the
ruling of the Attorney General that such costs must be considered
as an advantage or disadvantage in competition.

Under the doctrine that hypothesis may be substituted for reality
and inconvenient facts ignored, it is easy for a commissioner to arrive
at any result in a 315 case. By a similar selective process one may
spell from a box of lettered blocks any word that he may desire.

Of course, such methods mean the destruction of the ommission
as a scientific fact-finding body. The flexible provision answers to
the need for scientific tariff making. To those who have been skepti-
cal of its workability, the doctrine that what is not may be substituted
for what is, in a report to the President, will provoke cynical laughter.
But to the serious minded who still retain some faith in the commis-
sion as a valuable advisory board to the President, the doctrine
referred to will'bring only mortification and distress.

Such a doctrine is a species of sacrilege since it breaks down the
invisible altar of public trust in a governmental agency.

FORMAL STATEMENT OF CONCLUSIONS

1. Sweden is the principal competing country.
2. The delivered cost of Pennsylvania granite at New York City

(see cost figure in confidential section of the report) is considerably
less than $3.02 per cubic foot, the cost of the foreign competing
article delivered in New York City.

3. The difference between the two is greater than 7% cents per
cubic foot, the maximum reduction permitted under the existing
specific duty of 15 cents per cubic foot.

ALFRED P. DENNIS, Vice Chairman.
LINCOLN DixoN,
FRANK CLARK, Commistionr8.



APPENDIX

CERTAIN DETAILED TABLES OF STATISTICS AND COSTS

In' Table A are presented statistics indicating the trend of produe-
tion of monumental granite in the Barre district of Vermont for the
years 1918 to 1926. In Tables B and C are shown similar data for
specified. years for the Quincy, Mass., and the Minnesota districts,
respectively. 7
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TAmu B.--Monumnal granite: Volumte ofbuoin in Quinu, Mas., 9SO-1942

1920 1921 192 1923 1924

i Valueadded bj; polishing ................. $tl,u4 sno l,469 $143,632 $126, W
V11 alue of niautkturing operations other

than polishing ....... ...................... 1,774,843 1,28,624 S4,278 1,52,172 1,8K 7W
( vahs"ot eon notinluding rough 1,3" 1,800,704 1,035,124

e fk 05,SM2 4,72 340,115 5%9M 541,072
6) Total value of output ofdistrct .... 06%070 1 ,716, 0 907,882 2,233,840 2,47k 796

1 Bud on stlatil empiled by the sevitary of the Qulncy Granite MnufscturW Assoiation.
I The lgures for rough stock are practically the same as those for the product of the quarries of the district.

Approxinsately as much granite Is brought Into the district for m nuactureas is shipped out of the district
for manufacture elsewhere.

TArns C.-Monumntal granite: Sold or tued by producers in Minnesota, 1916-
19*6 1

(Source: Mineral Resourcs of the United Etates, Pt. III

Year Cubic bet Value Year Cubic feet Value

1916 .................. 30M 00 06524 192 ...................... 300,370 $1,67092
1917............... 243,740 sm., 370 1923................... 401,020 2,343,069
1918............... I, 409 1,018,843 1924 ................... 812,170 1, 9A6 in9
11 ...................... 342,244 1,679,707 125 ....................... 20 020 1, 510,591
1920 ...................... 8 9230 1,878,325 1920 ....................... 24e200 48,%700
1921 ...................... 1K0920 011, 151

I The annual values shown in this tle Inp1ude the value of the rough stock oold, and the value of the
finished granite manufactured In the shops of the quarriers only.

In Table D are summarized the cost data obtained in the Wisconsin
district. In the table are shown the average shop costs for all the
plants of this district where costs were obtained, both by size of die
and style of top; the average shop costs by size and three types of top
collectively; the average shop costs by type of top and four sizes
collectively; and in the last column is shown the final average for
the district, concentrating the detailed cost information previously
given -in the table. In addition are shown the imputed interest
applicable to each die, and the simple average of such costs.

- I
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Summary of manufacturing expense ratios to direct labor cost.
Table E presents a comparison, by companies and by districts, of

the ratios of manufacturing expense to direct labor costs, and of
packing costs to total shop costs exclusive of packing, used in cal-
culating the costs of domestic polished granite dies.

TADLU E.-Manufadured monumental granite, United States. Summary of
, 08ioe of foan auri e* penee to dirct labor coate, and of packing cout' io tot

co ts sxinive of packing, by companies and by dietrice

PeckingPeckingMan- :er. Mnu. ost: PO.e
faturing centegs fecturingcnte

exes: of tota 'ene oftoa
District and company Peroent. shop District and company P t. shopdg o osts,of cs,

d od excusive dr'rc exluive
labor of pack- labor of peck.

Wngcosts Ing osts

Vermont: PensTlania:
4....w.................. 117.31 1.200 20 .................. 84.36 14
6 ......................... 20690 1.15 27 ........................ 122. 0 2.0R
6.................. 138 32 .11 Minnesot:
7 ......................... 12248 1 80 28 ........................ 12&. 44 1.17
8 ......................... 29.40 2.62 29 ....................... 163.94 .81
9 ........................ 143 88 1.68 30 ........................ 128. 72 1.1
10 ........................ 233.57 1.27 31 ....................... 11. 78 1.21
11 ........................ 188 02 .97 32 ....................... 18 00 1.62

Masohuetts: 3 33.................. 151.67 L 13
14 ........................ 117.33 2.33 Wisconsin:
15 ........................ 118.88 1.87 34 ........... 137.39 1.84
16 ....................... 8.70 1.26 35 ........... 111.06 1.96
17 ....................... 104. I13 1.74 38 ........................ 111.11 L 77
18 ........................ 13L 93 1.62

Range and average of manu-
facturing expense: Percent.
ee by districts

Districts agesy___________________

Low High Smple
average

Vermont ................................................................. 117.31 239.40 171.23
MassachusettsI' ......................................................... 8&70 131.93 110.90
Pennsylvania ............................................................. 84.35 122.06 103.20
Minnesota ............................................................... 116.78 188.00 14542
Wisconsin ................................................................ 111.0 137.39 119.85

1 Direct labor costs for the Massachusetts districts do not Include the cost of polishing done in plants
other than those of the manufacturers.

Table F summarizes the cost data obtained from the Germar
manufacturers of polished granite dies fabricated in that country
from the variety of Swedish granite known as Black Swede.
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